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Foreword
The International Energy Agency (IEA), founded in November 1974, is an autonomous body within
the framework of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) which
carries out a comprehensive programme of energy co-operation among its member countries.
The European Union also participates in the work of the IEA. Collaboration in research, development, and demonstration of new technologies has been an important part of the Agency’s Programme.
The IEA Photovoltaic Power Systems Programme (PVPS) is one of the collaborative R&D Agreements established within the IEA. Since 1993, the PVPS participants have been conducting a variety of joint projects in the application of photovoltaic conversion of solar energy into electricity.
The mission of the IEA PVPS Technology Collaboration Programme is: To enhance the international collaborative efforts which facilitate the role of photovoltaic solar energy as a cornerstone in
the transition to sustainable energy systems. The underlying assumption is that the market for PV
systems is rapidly expanding to significant penetrations in grid-connected markets in an increasing
number of countries, connected to both the distribution network and the central transmission
network.
This strong market expansion requires the availability of and access to reliable information on the
performance and sustainability of PV systems, technical and design guidelines, planning methods,
financing, etc., to be shared with the various actors. In particular, the high penetration of PV into
main grids requires the development of new grid and PV inverter management strategies, greater
focus on solar forecasting and storage, as well as investigations of the economic and technological
impact on the whole energy system. New PV business models need to be developed, as the decentralised character of photovoltaics shifts the responsibility for energy generation more into the
hands of private owners, municipalities, cities, and regions.
IEA PVPS Task 13 engages in focusing the international collaboration in improving the reliability of
photovoltaic systems and subsystems by collecting, analysing and disseminating information on
their technical performance and failures, providing a basis for their technical assessment, and
developing practical recommendations for improving their electrical and economic output.
The current members of the IEA PVPS Task 13 include:
Australia, Austria, Belgium, China, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Israel, Italy, Japan, Malaysia, Netherlands, Norway, SolarPower Europe, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, and the
United States of America.
This report concentrates on the reliability of PV modules. The reliability of PV modules is described by theoretical models. We focus on available models and not in any case on the most important degradation mechanisms. Furthermore, statistical data of the PV module reliability in the
field is presented and analysed. The importance of local environmental stressors, such as temperature, humidity, irradiance, wind, etc., influencing the reliability test methods is discussed.
The editors of the document are Marc Köntges, Institute for Solar Energy Research Hamelin, Emmerthal, Germany (DEU), Gernot Oreski, Polymer Competence Center, Leoben, Austria (AUT), and
Ulrike Jahn, TÜV Rheinland Energy, Germany.
The report expresses, as much as possible, the international consensus of opinion of the Task 13
experts on the subject dealt with. Further information on the activities and results of the Task can
be found at: http://www.iea-pvps.org.
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List of Abbreviations
Glossary

Description

AATR

Acetic acid transmission rate

Busbars

Wider screen printed bus bars on the front-side of crystalline silicon PV cells

c-Si

Crystalline silicon

Degradation
mechanisms

A know physical or chemical mechanism that leads to degradation and failure.

Degradation mode

An observable mode of degradation that may involve a number of mechanisms and a
degradation pathway among these.

Degradation pathway

A sequence of mechanisms or modes that are connected in a sequential or parallel
set of pathways, and lead to accumulated degradation and failure

Encapsulant

A formulated polymer film, typically EVA, PVB, POE or TPU, used in the lamination
process to produce a PV module. Also referred to as the pottant.

EPMA

Electron probe micro analysis

EVA

Ethylene vinyl acetate, a formulated polymer film used as an encapsulant in the lamination processing of PV modules

Gridlines

Fine screen printed silver lines (or fingers) on the front-side of silicon PV cells

HAc

Acetic acid

HALS

Hindered amine light stabilizer

KG

Köppen and Geiger

OTR

Oxygen transmission rate

PID

Potential Induced Degradation

PID-c

Polarisation or passivation form of potential induced degradation

PID-d

Delamination associated with potential-induced degradation

PID-s

Shunting form of potential induced degradation

POE

Polyolefin elastomer encapsulant

PV

Photovoltaic

PVB

Polyvinyl butyral

(Power) degradation rate

Usually assumed to be a linear rate and reported in % power loss per year, %/yr or
%/a of PV modules or a PV systems

SEM

Secondary electron microscope

Stress level

The magnitude of the applied stress from a specific stressor

Stressors

Factors that apply different forms of stress to a PV module, such as temperature,
humidity, irradiance, wind, snow, soiling, etc.

TPU

Thermoplastic polyurethane encapsulant

WVTR

Water vapour transmission rate
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Definitions
Symbols and syntax
To indicate one of the endpoints of an interval is to be excluded or included from the interval, the
corresponding square bracket notation described in International standard ISO 31-11 are used in
this document:
]a,b[={x∈ℝ|a<x<b},
[a,b[={x∈ℝ|a≤x<b},
]a,b]={x∈ℝ|a<x≤b},
[a,b]={x∈ℝ|a≤x≤b}.
Usage period of PV modules
There are several words used to name the time period a PV module is used in a PV system. We
define the nominal service life or technical lifetime as the time the PV module is expected to be
used in a PV system. The typical length of the nominal service life is expected to be 20 to 25 years.
The real time period where a PV module is used in a system is named service life. The service life
may vary from 0 up to 50 years.
Power loss and failure definitions
The determination of a power loss of PV system is done in various ways. In scientific studies
sometimes the initial power of PV modules is available. In this case one can determine the power
loss relative to the initial measurement. These studies are important for e.g. validating specific
failure models of PV modules as done in Chapter 2.3.
In nearly all practical cases the initial power of a module is not known. In this case the current STC
power is compared to the STC power on the nameplate of the PV module. This is the most common method to identify failure in commercial systems.
In the TASK13 IEA-PVPS T13-01:2014 report [1] the following definition for PV module failure is
given:
A PV module failure is an effect that (1) degrades the module power and which is not reversed by
normal operation or (2) creates a safety issue. A purely cosmetic issue which does not have the
consequences of (1) or (2) is not considered as a PV module failure. A PV module failure is relevant for the warranty when it occurs under conditions the module normally experiences.
This definition is useful for a PV module manufacturer who is responsible for all failures which are
caused by its product. This definition forms a good basis for all failures described in detail in the
Chapter 2. A PV system operator also has to handle all kind of failures which cause a power loss in
a PV system. He is also interested in failures caused by a lightning strike or by a catastrophic heavy
snow load. To differentiate between these two different perspectives, of the module manufacturer vs. the system operator, we define a PV failure as any failure which causes a power loss or a
safety failure in the PV system. Only light induced power degradations or instabilities which are
incorporated in the nominal power rating of the modules are excluded from the definition of a PV
failure. Again purely cosmetic issues are also excluded from a PV failure.
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Executive Summary
In this report we present the current status and predictive ability for the power loss of PV modules for specific failure modes. The team describes PV module material interactions and incompatibilities among encapsulation materials and lamination processes so as to better understand
PV module failures mechanism.
In order to model PV module degradation modes it is necessary to understand the underlying
degradation mechanisms and processes on the molecular level. In most cases the encapsulant and
backsheet films seem to play a major role in PV module degradation. Some failure modes like
browning of encapsulants are directly related to the encapsulant film. But in most cases material
interactions are the main root cause for PV module degradation. For example, acetic acid, which
is a degradation product of EVA encapsulants, not only causes corrosion of the PV stringing and
tabbing ribbons and the PV cell gridlines or fingers, but also promotes potential induced degradation and/or delamination. Furthermore, it accelerates the oxidation process of EVA itself. Also, the
type of backsheet used in the PV module influences many degradation mechanisms by its barrier
properties against water vapour, oxygen, and acetic acid. High concentrations of water vapour
and acetic acid in the PV module accelerate nearly all degradation modes.
The literature review shows that PV module failure modes are well described in the literature,
including their main driving factors. The review also shows that the right combination of the encapsulant and backsheet films can be beneficial in reducing failures. Nevertheless the studies also
show that there are no common rules or acceleration factors which apply generally for all PV
modules and can be used for modelling. On the one hand, the degradation modes depend on the
bill of materials and components and are unique for each single PV module brand and model. On
the other hand, there are typically several degradation modes and pathways activated simultaneously and these may have synergistic or antagonistic effects, making it challenging to correlate
observed effects with single mechanisms.
For well-known PV module failure modes, modelling approaches to forecast the power loss are
summarized from the literature. All these models are based on the principle understanding of the
underlying process, but they are still only heuristic models which do not include the influence of
material parameters. So the models are parameterized by the test results of whole modules and
not on test results of the module components. To identify the impact of the various failures a
survey on the impact of PV system failures in various climatic zones is conducted.
The results do not show a strong correlation of the observed failure occurrences and impacts with
the Köppen and Geiger climatic zones. In the future larger datasets of observations may enable
these insights, while additional factors which need to be considered for PV module failures may
be identified. Independent of climatic zones some PV module failures stand out with a high power loss if a PV system is affected by the failure. In the rank order of impact, these failures are potential induced degradation, failure of bypass diodes, cell cracks, and discolouration of the encapsulant (or pottant) material.
This rank order of failure modes may be a result of the fact that for potential induced degradation, bypass diodes, and discolouration of the pottant material no appropriate tests exist in the
standard IEC61215 design qualification and type approval test. Currently for all these failure types
tests are in development, but they are not even included in the current revision of the IEC61215.
Therefore, we recommend PV plant designers not only to check for an approved IEC61215 test for
the PV module brands/models considered for use, but also for additional tests for PID (IEC/TS
62804-series), bypass diode test (IEC 62979, IEC/TS 62916). The UV-degradation test is slightly
tightened in the current IEC 61215 compared to the former one, but there is still no pass/fail cri9

terion for discolouration. However, it is recommended to read the full protocol of an IEC 61215
test and look for discolouration remarks.
Besides PV module failure, the failure with the highest impact on the PV system is the soiling of
PV modules in specific outdoor regions. The soiling also does not strongly correlate with the climate zones of Köppen and Geiger. Therefore, a special stressor classification for PV modules for
soiling in the Middle East and North Africa regions is introduced. These classifications are derived
by geographic information systems to allow a worldwide mapping of relevant stress factors for PV
systems. In the future this stress factor mapping has to be expanded to other regions worldwide
and for other stress factors than soiling.
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1

Introduction

Currently plenty of PV module failures are known. For investors these failures are difficult to assess because there is little information how much impact and how often a specific failure mode
occurs in real world PV systems. The lack of information adds an unnecessary uncertainty to the
risk of investment. In this document we try to analyse this problem from three perspectives.
The first perspective is the view of a scientist, PV module expert or manufacturer. In chapter 2 we
summarize PV module failure models. These models allow one to analyse the impact of specific
well-known degradation modes and failures on the module power with a dependence on weather
conditions. These models allow a manufacturer or a PV module expert to evaluate the power loss
risk for specific known failures for a specific product. This information can be used to define the
warranty criteria for the product. However, most of the failures have not been evaluated to this
depth in literature. For these failures, data is summarized from the literature to explain the root
cause mechanisms and, if possible, ways to simulate their impact on power production in the
future. A framework is explained to model the power loss of multiple failures.
The second perspective is the view of an investor, banker or underwriter. We collect PV system
failure data for four climate zones. These data allow analysing the occurrence of a failure relative
to other failure types and its impact on the system power.
Finally, the third perspective is the view of a test institute and PV system planner. Here we explain
how one has to modify testing methods for specific failure types to special regions. This allows
adapting test methods for a given PV module to specific regional requirements.
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2

Modelling of Known PV Module Failure

This chapter is directed to scientists and PV experts. The root cause analysis for many encapsulation-material related failures of PV modules is explained in the first subsection 2.1. In the second
subsection 2.2 interaction between encapsulation materials and other module components are
discussed. The next subsection 2.3 explains models simulating the time- and load-dependent
power loss for specific failure types.

2.1 Description of material based failures
2.1.1 Photovoltaic Encapsulants: EVA, Silicones, POE
The most common crystalline silicon PV module design requires a polymeric encapsulant material
to embed the solar cells and the stringing tabs between the glass front sheet and the backsheet or
the rear glass sheet. The role of the embedding polymer is multiple. Its first purpose is to behave
as a buffer layer to protect the brittle silicon cells from shocks occurring to the glass or the backsheet. For this, the elastic properties of the polymer are of critical importance. Its second role is to
ensure the electrical insulation of the cells and the connectors to avoid short circuits. Besides
these two properties, the main requirement of the polymeric material is to show a low absorbance in the active spectrum of the photovoltaic cells, in order to allow the cell to generate the
highest possible photocurrent [2]. The conservation of these mechanical, electrical, and optical
properties over time under the influence of UV exposure or temperature is of critical importance
for the failure prevention of PV modules.
The dominant encapsulant polymer used in c-Si PV modules are based on EVA (Ehtylene Vinyl
Acetate) co-polymers, even though silicones [Ketola08] have been used previously, and POE (Polyolefin elastomer) encapsulants [3], [4] are a focus of interest currently.
EVA, employed as an encapsulant for the lamination of PV modules, is a thermosetting polymer,
which formulation is adapted for an exposure to photo oxidative stress. Common EVA formulations comprise, besides the polymer resin, of a crosslinking agent, an adhesion promoter, a UV
absorber, and antioxidant agents. The crosslinking agent is a radical initiator - usually a peroxide which decomposition under heat during the lamination will form free radicals, initiating radicals
on the polymeric backbone. The formed radicals will in turn lead to the formation of covalent
bonds between polymer chains. The usual additives and their function are listed in Tab. 1 [5] [6]–
[9].
Tab. 1: Usual additives used in solar grade EVA formulations.
Function

Common examples

Crosslinking agent

Luperox (Lupersol) TBEC
Luperox (Lupersol)

Crosslinking coagent

Triallylisocyanurate
Triallylcyanurate

UV absorber
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Cyasorb 531 (Chimassorb 81)
Tinuvin 234

Function

Common examples

Hindered Amine Light stabilizer (HALS) Tinuvin 123
Tinuvin 770
Primary antioxidant

Butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT)

Secondary antioxidant

Irgafos 168
Naugard P

Adhesion promoter

Silane A 174 / 2530-85-0

2.1.2 Auto-oxidation of EVA – Role of acetic acid
The dominant encapsulation material for PV modules currently is ethylene vinyl acetate copolymer (EVA). The aging behaviour and degradation mechanism of EVA and especially of formulated
EVA (with stabilizer additives) as a PV encapsulation material are well described in the literature.
The initial step of EVA degradation is the formation of acetic acid (HAc) followed by the oxidation
and breakdown of the main polymer chain. The degradation rate is greater in an oxygen atmosphere [10]. Further degradation products reported in the literature are lactones, formed by intramolecular back-biting by the acetate group and the evolution of methane and the production
of ketones and acetaldehyde. Furthermore, α,β-unsaturated carbonyl groups, hydro peroxides
and anhydrides are formed during the oxidation process. Generally, their rate of formation and
decay follow typical auto-oxidation kinetics [2], [10]–[15].
With increasing vinyl acetate content, the EVA degradation rate is enhanced [Sultan91]. An increasing vinyl acetate content results in a higher polarity and therefore higher solubility of the
acetic acid in the polymer [14]. Additionally, the reduction in stability with increasing vinyl acetate
content can be explained by the increased residual acetic acid content within the polymer arising
from different processing steps. Formation of acetic acid occurs at temperatures from 120 to
150°C [11]. This temperature range is usually reached during polymerization and palletisation of
the EVA copolymer, film extrusion, and also PV module lamination. The de-acetylation is not retarded by addition of free-radical inhibitors, and more importantly, is catalysed by acetic acid. The
higher the amount of acetic acid, the faster the initial de-acetylation reaction, followed by the
further oxidative degradation process.
As the EVA in a PV module is encapsulated with glass and backsheet films and the usually very
volatile acetic acid cannot exit the PV module that easily, the presence of acetic acid in a PV module is a major drawback for the use of EVA encapsulants in PV modules. Hence, acetic acid is
linked to several PV module failure mechanisms.
The acid has corrosive effects on cell metallization and the cell interconnect copper core and its
tin coating. The copper core causes a brown discoloration of the EVA when it is directly exposed
to EVA. Usually the tin or tin-based coating and solder material should protect the copper core of
the interconnect ribbon, but it may not be robust enough to resist corrosion. This metallization, or
interconnect, corrosion leads to an increased series resistance and therefore losses in module
performance [2], [12], [15], [16]. Due to the long diffusion paths from the encapsulant to the
backsheet, acetic acid can accumulate in front of the solar cells and lower the local pH value, leading to even faster corrosion [17].
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Another cause of failure in c-Si modules is the potential induced degradation (PID) effect or degradation mode. Therein high system voltages cause leakage currents through the module’s front
glass and the encapsulation material. The resulting electrical potential between the frame and
cells causes a detrimental effect on, and loss of, power output. Properties of the encapsulant like
polarity, volume resistivity or water vapour transmittance rate (WVTR) strongly influence the PID
effect. In addition the PID effect is significantly enhanced by the presence of acetic acid which
eases the transport of Na+ from front sheet glass to the cells [18], [19].
By comparison, several studies on new polyolefin based encapsulants show that the lower polarity and lower WVTR values, in combination with the absence of HAc, can suppress the PID effect
totally [18]–[20]. When using EVA as an encapsulant it is shown that backsheets with presumably
high acetic acid permeation rates (AATR) reduce the sensitivity to PID and yellowing [17], [21],
[22].
From all of the above mentioned research, it can be seen that HAc has a large role in degradation
of PV modules. Therefore, for the lifetime of PV modules, it is important to understand the mechanisms of acetic acid formation within EVA, its deleterious effects during its time inside the PV
module and its migration out of the module through the backsheet.

2.1.3 Browning of EVA
The most common and easiest encapsulant degradation mode to observe is the degradation of
the optical properties caused by the discolouration of the encapsulant material. Since their introduction to the market the most common crystalline silicon PV modules are designed with ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) as an encapsulating material. Discolouration of EVA in PV modules is
expected to induce a power loss through a diminution of the short-circuit current of the module
of up to 0.5%/yr [23], but the degradation rate due to this cause may reach about 10%/yr for
modules with concentrators [5].
EVA based modules may show yellowing or browning over time in service or under UV exposure.
This discolouration is mostly inhomogeneous and follows spatial patterns. These patterns depend
on the type of module construction. Typically, for glass/backsheet modules the browning occurs
in the central region of the cells with wide clear EVA areas, or “frames” around the cell edges,
leading to what is at times referred to as doughnut ring patterns above each cell. Discolouration is
rarely observed in the EVA between neighbouring solar cells [6]. For glass/glass module constructions, this EVA discolouration is more spatially uniform.
This yellowish or brownish appearance is caused by an increased absorption of light in the violet
and blue range of the visible light spectral range. Besides the loss of light irradiance, or intensity,
reaching the cells, the browning of EVA is not a safety issue in itself, but may reveal the presence
of more worrisome failures modes. The yellowing or browning of EVA is more intense around hot
spots or partially contacted cells, which is due to a local elevation of the temperature compared
to the rest of the module.
It has also been shown, that the browning of EVA may show patterns of clearer stripes or points
over some cells. The location of these patterns has been shown to correlate with the cracks on
the cells. The supposed mechanism of this competitive discolouration is described below.
Photochemical [6] and thermo-oxidative processes [13] are identified as the main causes of the
discolouration of EVA in PV modules as well as playing a role in delamination or embrittlement of
the encapsulation material.
EVA polymer chains in the photovoltaic encapsulation materials are prone to chemical oxidation
under exposure to UV or high temperatures and the different mechanisms of this degradation are
known [24], forming among others coloured conjugated alkene or ketone by-products and releasing acetic acid as discussed above. In the presence of oxygen, further reactions such as chain scis14

sion or crosslinking may take place, resulting in a modification of the mechanical properties of the
polymer. Nevertheless under UV-light irradiation at wavelengths above 300 nm, the degradation
of non chromophoric polymers is likely to be initiated by chromophoric impurities which absorb
UV-light and produce radicals that further react with the polymer [24]. The EVA polymer resin
does not significantly absorb light in the UV-visible spectral region which is not absorbed by the
glass front sheet. Thus, the cause of the fast discolouration of EVA is firstly not attributed to the
UV-induced degradation of the polymer chains themselves, but to the degradation of stabilizer
additives of the EVA compound [6]. This process can take place in the absence of oxygen.
During the lamination of the PV modules, the peroxide catalyst that serves as the crosslinking
agent is depleted [25]. An inadequate or incomplete crosslinking of the polymer after a too rapid
(short-time) lamination process may lead to residual (unconsumed) peroxide catalyst which can
then take part in further UV-initiated photochemical reactions during the module service lifetime.
A partially cured EVA shows faster discolouration under UV exposure than a totally cured one [6].
This type of accelerated browning is especially observed for EVA formulations containing a higher
concentration of peroxides or containing coactivators absorbing light in the near UV range such as
triallylisocyanurates, whose role is to accelerate the crosslinking reaction by forming free radicals
without having to dramatically increase the peroxide concentration [7]. The type of peroxide itself
has an influence on the formation of chromophores during lamination and subsequently on the
discolouration rate of the EVA. Pern et al. [5] have compared two formulations differing only in
the peroxide used, and have shown that a material with Lupersol 101 as the crosslinking agent
shows a higher concentration of chromophores than a material with Lupersol TBEC, resulting in
higher photostability of the latter. Primary and secondary antioxidants such as butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT) [26][8] or phenylphosphites [6] are also known to participate to the formation of
chromophores during the curing of EVA.
To avoid the absorption of UV light by the chromophores formed during the crosslinking and the
subsequent degradation of the material, a UV absorber is added to the formulations and displaces
the absorption cut-off of the materials towards the longer wavelengths [5]. Nevertheless the UV
absorber itself is prone to UV-induced photo degradation, leading first to a decrease of the absorbance of the material, followed by fast browning as the material’s chromophores are not protected anymore and undergo subsequent photo degradation. Furthermore, the degrading UV
absorber may initiate further decomposition of the EVA chains and accelerate the discolouration
[6]. To avoid this, a radical trapping stabilizer, also known as a hindered amine light stabilizer
(HALS) is added to the compound. Its role is to prevent the photo induced oxidation of the UV
stabilizer.
The schematic in Fig. 1 shows the evolution mechanisms of the browning process in EVA encapsulation material. HALS, under the action of UV and oxygen, eliminates reactive free radicals and
stabilises the UV absorber [27][28]. The diffusion of oxygen through the module encapsulation
material is possible in the case of glass/backsheet modules, as the polymer backsheet is breathable. This results in an inhomogeneous concentration of the UV absorber in front of the cells. Pern
has shown that the concentration of UV absorber in a module exposed to UV decreases from the
edge towards the centre of the solar cells [6]. This decrease is correlated to the intensity of the
yellowing and can lead to characteristic cell-sized “rings” or “doughnuts” in the pattern of the
browning. Therefore, it may be assumed that oxygen diffusion is the key parameter for the conservation of the UV absorber in the presence of HALS and the subsequent long-time protection
against yellowing or browning of EVA in PV modules. In the absence of oxygen, the UV absorber is
progressively depleted; the initially formed chromophoric impurities are absorbing UV and form
chromophores with longer conjugation lengths, which progressively absorb in the longer wavelengths and lead to the yellowing of the material. This absorption of light increases with time,
therefore the formation of chromophores is accelerated and the yellowing rate increases with
time [5][7].
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From all of the above mentioned research, it can be seen that in addition to the formation of HAc,
the formulation, degradation by-products, and long-term behaviour of the added stabilizers (UV
absorbers, HALS, antioxidants) play a large role in degradation of EVA. The optimized choice of
stabilizers is therefore crucial to the long-term stability of EVA and consequently also the degradation over lifetime of PV modules.

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of degradation pathways of the yellowing process in an EVA-encapsulated PV
module.

2.2 PV module failure modes related to material interactions
Many common PV module degradation modes are not the result of a single external stressor, but
a combination of external stressors such as UV, humidity, temperature, and/or wind gusts. Internal factors such as the combination of the different materials used in a PV module may also affect
the kinetics of degradation and the activated pathways [29], [30]. It is not only that certain module materials are incompatible with each other, but also that degradation by-products, such as
acetic acid produced due to hydrolysis of the EVA encapsulant, can strongly influence individual
degradation modes and pathways, for example interconnect or screen printed silver gridline corrosion [31] or cell PID-s. This chapter discusses the influence of material properties, combinations,
and incompatibilities on PV module failure modes. Material interactions on relevant PV degradation modes and pathways and the influence of the lamination process on the long-term reliability
of PV modules are also discussed within this chapter.
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2.2.1 Influence of encapsulant-backsheet combinations on PV module degradation
modes
Having the encapsulant and backsheet function together is important for the durability of the
module package. Degradation modes influenced by the details of these two components include
discolouration that may lead to transmission losses, delamination that facilitates moisture ingress,
and corrosion of the metallization which is influenced by moisture and acidity in the encapsulant,
(e.g. acetic acid from EVA). Degradation of the antireflective coating of the solar cells has been
observed in some cases. Finally, thermal coefficient of expansion and mechanical properties of
the encapsulation must be compatible with the balance of the module design.
EVA has been the most frequently used encapsulant. Polyvinyl butyral (PVB) has been examined
as an alternative [32]. Various ionomers and a broad range of polyolefins such as polyethylene
also exist on the market that can provide features such as higher electrical resistance. Common
backsheet constructions include an outer fluoropolymer-based layer for UV durability, an inner
PET layer for electrical insulation, and an inner ethylene vinyl acetate EVA layer for adhesion. (e.g.
TPE (Tedlar[polyvinyl fluoride]/PET/EVA). Variants may contain metal (typically aluminum) foils as
a moisture barriers, or use of other UV stabilizing materials with the polyester layer such that an
outerlayer fluoropolymer is omitted. Alternatively, glass may be used on the backside of the PV
module, motivated by its vapour barrier properties as is commonly used with bifacial cells.
Performance of these materials may differ depending on how they are used. Vapor barriers, while
useful for keeping moisture out, may also inadvertently keep reaction byproducts, developed
under light or heat, inside the module. This may lead to increased corrosion or to blister formation.
Moisture ingress at junction box penetrations and at the edge of the module are also possible.
While certain polymer encapsulants may in themselves have desirable properties, their interfaces
with the other materials in the module package must be carefully examined. Conventional qualification testing (IEC 61215) may not sufficiently elucidate any of these possible field-failure mechanisms.
Delamination has been observed between the encapsulant and the backsheet and within layers of
the backsheet. The backsheet section in Tab. 9 chapter 3.4 shows an example of blisters in the
backsheet occurring in Sanyo modules fielded in Tucson, AZ [33]. When such blisters are observed
it may be because there is a vapour barrier, such as aluminum foil, used as one layer in the backsheet. E.g. the CO2 gas generated as a byproduct of crosslinking within the laminate cannot escape and the resulting pressure results in delamination and pockets appearing as bubbles or blisters.
Relative water vapour transmission rates are needed to understand the environment within a PV
module. With the exception of the ionomer encapsulant, it can be seen in Fig. 2 that moisture
generally transmits much more rapidly through encapsulants than through backsheets when
measured at 85°C [16].
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Fig. 2: Water vapour transmission rate (WVTR) through encapsulants, ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA), thermoplastic silicone elastomer (TPSE), an ionomer, and polyvinyl butyral (PVB), and through backsheets Tedlarpolyester-Tedlar (TPT) foil, a polyamide (PA) sheet, and a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) composite films.
Adapted from [16].

Transmission of water vapour through the backsheet is nevertheless relatively rapid. In a onedimensional calculation of moisture ingress into a glass/EVA/cell/EVA/backsheet structures, the
concentration of moisture in the back-EVA as a function of time when exposed to constant environmental conditions starting with an initially dry specimen, is expressed as
𝐶(𝑡) = 𝐶0 (1 − 𝑒𝑒𝑒(−𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑡/𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑑𝐸𝐸𝐸 )),

(1)

where C0 and Csat,EVA are the initial and saturation concentration of the EVA and dEVA is the EVA
thickness. If dEVA = 0.46 mm, Csat, EVA(27°C)=0.0022 g/cm3 the time in days to reach 50% of saturation is in Florida, USA for Polyvinyl fluoride (e.g., Tedlar), PVF = 0.0741, poly(ethene-cotetrafluoroethene) (e.g. Tefzel), ETFE = 0.223, PVF/Polyester = 0.457, and PET = 1.78.
In PV modules, an important question is the rate at which the moisture arrives at the front of the
cell and contributes to corrosion damage of the screen-printed Ag cell metallization, the interface
with Si and other metallization such as the solder bonds. Using a 1-D model for the lateral
transport of moisture and a finite-element analysis using meteorological data from Miami, the
concentration of dissolved water as a function of distance from the edge is shown in Fig. 3. This
analysis is for a glass/glass module construction, recalling that moisture ingress through backsheets is much faster.
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Fig. 3: One-dimensional model of moisture ingress in double-glass laminate construction using EVA. Solid
o
lines and dotted lines are achieved at using two different methods. T = 27:1 C and RH = 71.2% (the average
conditions for Miami) [34].
Simply using moisture barrier materials is insufficient because issues such as adhesion and transport of
moisture at interfaces and openings must be considered. Mobil Solar/ASE America type 300-DGF/50 modules produced for a period of several years around 2001 have frequently been seen in the field exhibiting
delamination, Fig. 4. These are glass/glass construction and from the literature and visual inspection, these
modules had a specific ionomer encapsulant [35] that has proven to have insufficient adhesion. Delamination occurred frequently over the junction boxes and at the edges. Corrosion in these modules was facilitated by delamination, which permitted direct exposure of cell materials to moisture, in the form of liquid
water, from the environment. It can be seen that glass/glass construction does not necessarily eliminate
moisture ingress into the modules, which can also be understood in view of the results in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4: Glass/glass module with specific ionomer encapsulant type that has proven to have insufficient adhesion, showing delamination and corrosion.
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2.2.2 Lamination process related quality issues
Currently in the PV market, EVA is undoubtedly the dominant encapsulant material in use. Thus
this chapter is focused on the typical lamination process of c-Si PV modules with EVA encapsulant.
For EVA encapsulants, the PV modules are typically laminated on flat-bed vacuum-bag laminators.
Different laminator manufacturers provide various designs to achieve high production throughput
and good quality control, such as large-area laminators, stack laminators, multiple-stage laminators, etc. Yet, they all share the same working principle.
Both the selection of packaging materials and the lamination process are crucial for the reliability
of PV modules. Compared to the packaging materials, the effect of the lamination process is relatively poorly studied. In the relevant field of research, especially among module manufacturers,
the focus is commonly on the evaluation of the effect of the lamination process on the encapsulation quality of PV modules. Yet, there are not many publications that intend to prove, either qualitatively or quantitatively, the dependence of the module reliability on the encapsulation quality.
After module lamination, the manufacturers generally perform a series of technical control evaluations to ensure the production quality of PV modules. From those controls, they obtain the following quality factors that are used to judge the quality of the manufactured series of modules:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gel content
Adhesion strength of the neighbouring module components
Voids formation
Cell breakage
Cell/interconnection swimming
Glass breakage
Visual defects (discolouration, milkiness, …)
Residual thermal stress

Those encapsulation quality factors are influenced by one or multiple steps of the module lamination process. There are essentially 3 steps in PV module lamination, namely the preheating step,
the curing step and the cooling step. The 3 steps are all crucial for the resulting module encapsulation quality.
At the start of the lamination process, the module layup is placed into the lower chamber of the
laminator automatically or manually. During the preheating, the layup is heated gently from room
temperature to about 60-80 °C with the heating rate of ~5-10 °C/min. While it is heated up, both
the lower and the upper chamber is evacuated to ~ 1 mbar. The purpose is to remove the trapped
air within the module layup. There are several problems that could occur if an inappropriate preheating process was adopted. Glass warpage could occur in the case that the layup is placed onto
the heating plate directly, without short metal pins acting as lifters. If that occurred, the cell and
interconnection may swim in the laminate due to premature and non-uniform softening or melting of the EVA films. The use of pin lifters can also alleviate the probability of glass breakage upon
membrane pressing by providing better control of the EVA film softening and melting. At the end
of preheating, the EVA encapsulant has to overcome its melting/softening temperature. If the
preheating is inadequate and the membrane is pressed down before the EVA is softened, the
probability of cell breakage is increased due to the mechanical stress transmitted through the
EVA. Schulze et al. [36] showed that the EVA is softened above 60-70 °C, and after that its stiffness
can drop by nearly one order of magnitude. Felton [37] shows that the probability of cell breakage
is also affected by the cell thickness. Another problem may be the loss of additives occurring during the preheating. It was shown by Li [38] that at 80 °C the silane adhesion promoter already
escapes from the EVA. This suggests that a excessively long heating time will cause the loss of
significant amount of additives like silane primer. This leads to poor interfacial adhesion strength
in the PV module.
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One major function of the preheating step is to evacuate the trapped air within the module layup.
If the evacuation is insufficient, the entrapped air will not leave the layup fully. This will lead to
the formation of air pockets in the laminated module. The air pocket is located at the interface of
the neighbouring module components. It is an aesthetic defect and may lead to further delamination during module deployment. In the malfunctioning laminator, the membrane may press onto
the module layup unintentionally during the preheating. This can be due to the membrane material problem or the inefficient pumping in the upper chamber. The early membrane press during
preheating can cause the poor air evacuation and result in the formation of air packet in the
module. The preheating step is also capable of removing the pre-absorbed moisture in the packaging materials including EVA, especially in the case of poor storage condition. If the preheating is
too short, the moisture cannot be removed sufficiently and will then contribute to the formation
of voids in the laminated PV module, as discussed in [39].
After the preheating step, the metal pins are retracted and the module layup contacts the heating
plate. After that, the lower chamber maintains the vacuum level while the pressure in the upper
chamber ramps up to typically 1 bar. This effectively results in 0.1 MPa (1 bar) membrane pressure applied onto the module layup. The pressure improves the heat transfer from the heating
plate to the layup and leads to faster heating rate of the layup. Its temperature ramps up quickly
from 60°C-80°C to the desired curing temperature ranging from 140°C to 170°C, depending on the
formulation of the EVA encapsulant. The major objective of the curing step is to allow the EVA to
be cured to the required gel content. The curing reaction is influenced by the curing agent/coagent used in the EVA, the temperature and the time. The curing of EVA encapsulant starts at the
onset temperature of about 110-130 °C.

Fig. 5: Sketch on a module with “lamination pinch-out” and the resulting stress in the module. Image redrawn from [40].

A lamination pinch-out at the module edge occurs as a result of the stress concentration at the
module edge from the rubber membrane, as shown in Fig. 5. This leads to the bending of the outer skin that is in contact with the membrane during the curing step. In the case of a glass-glass
module, the upper glass is observed to be bent at the edge after lamination. This results in very
high local stress around the module edge. Cording [40] calculates that the stress from the lamination is 50% of the design modulus of rupture for annealed glass. This greatly enhances the probability of glass breakage during lamination or the module deployment, considering the additional
load that will be applied like wind or snow load. Moreover, the bent glass has the tendency to
return to its original shape after lamination and results in a large peeling stress between the glass
and the EVA. This will cause encapsulant delamination. Once the delamination takes place, with
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the help of moisture and other stresses, it will start to propagate towards the module centre.
Furthermore, in both glass-glass and glass-backsheet modules, the lamination pinch-out causes a
reduced encapsulant thickness along the module edge. To solve this problem, it is recommended
to apply proper frames around the module during lamination. The framing should be placed close
to the PV module and as thick as the module layup.
For a given EVA encapsulant, the degree of cure is determined by the temperature and the duration of the curing step. The desired gel content is at least 70% or 80%, depending on the materials
and manufacturers. If the temperature and the duration are poorly controlled during the lamination process, the EVA can be either under cured or over cured. Both conditions have detrimental
effects on the module’s reliability, which will be detailed in the following section. Under cured
EVA can lead to additional encapsulation quality problems. The formation of voids (or air pockets)
in the EVA layer can occur during the module cooling step. This occurs mostly at the edge and the
corners of glass-glass modules. It is due to the evolution of the dissolved volatiles in EVA or local
material shortage [39]. The under cured EVA also contains large amounts of unreacted peroxides,
which may accelerate the degradation of EVA during field deployment. Moreover, the under
cured EVA leads to insufficient adhesion strength between EVA and neighbouring module components and can exhibit haze (ASTM D1003-13) five times higher than the fully cured EVA [41]. For
certain EVA encapsulants, this could lead to visible milkiness in the modules. The over cured EVA
can also lead to other encapsulation quality problems. Voids can be formed in the EVA layer as a
result of the excessive amount of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) released in the curing reaction. An ultra-long curing step leads to the formation of photo-excitable chromophores that results in accelerated discolouration of the EVA encapsulant during the module aging [2], as previously explained in Section 2.1.2. Also the higher stiffness in the over cured EVA increases the
stress level of the thermal stress and the stress under mechanical loading [36].
Insufficient flow of EVA encapsulant may occur due to either a too low lamination temperature or
too short curing time. This leads to incomplete wetting of the EVA on the surface of the neighbouring components, especially the cells and the interconnections due to their complex surface
geometries. This poor wetting will cause the formation of voids at the interface. It will also cause
deterioration of the adhesion strength between the EVA and other module components. In the
case of an unnecessarily high lamination temperature, a few encapsulation quality problems may
occur. The curing reaction progresses so fast that the EVA crosslinks and becomes too viscous
before it completely wets the surfaces. Furthermore, the residual thermal stress in the module,
after cooling down to room temperature, is proportional to the lamination temperature. Eitner et
al. [42] showed that in the cooled module, the backsheet stays under tension, while the cells are
subject to compression. The neighbouring cell gap is also reduced by 175-130 µm when the module cools down from 150 °C to -40 °C. This means higher lamination temperatures will increase
the residual thermal stress in the module and pose threat to the cells and interconnections during
field deployment.
After the curing step, the lower chamber is vented to 1 bar. After that, the module is removed
from the curing chamber and cools either uncontrollably in the air or in a controlled cooling press.
The temperature - pressure - time (T-P-t) profile of both processes are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6: Temperature and pressure profiles of the EVA encapsulation process of PV modules with cooling in air
and accelerated cooling under pressure.

The differences between both cooling processes lie mainly in the following two aspects: i) a higher
and controlled module cooling rate; ii) application of a controlled 0.1 MPa (1 bar) pressure
throughout the module cooling process. EVA is a nearly amorphous material with a small degree
of crystallinity. The difference in the cooling rates will definitely influence its resulting crystallinity
and other material properties. Thus, the encapsulation quality of the modules is also affected by
the cooling step in the following aspects. Li shows that by applying pressure during cooling and
using a higher cooling rate, the residual normal stress in the Si solar cell in the encapsulated module after cooling can be reduced by as much as 22±2 to 27±3% depending on the EVA gel content
[43]. The peeling strength between the EVA and the glass can be enhanced by over 10%, thanks to
the application of pressure during cooling [43]. Due to the quenching of the growth of the crystalline phase in the EVA, the haze of the EVA is reduced by 50% when the accelerated cooling is applied [44]. However, as the crystallinity is low in any case, there is no clear effect on the total
transmission through the EVA encapsulant. In the case of air cooling, during the cooling step, the
module temperature can remain at or above the onset temperature of curing reaction for 1-5
mins. During this time, the gel content of EVA can further develop. Thus the cooling step also has
an effect on the EVA gel content, which is more pronounced for under cured EVA.

2.2.3 Influence of the lamination process on the reliability
Currently there is a lack of literature that establishes the quantitative relationship between module quality and module reliability. However, there exists a qualitative description of how the encapsulation quality factors could affect the module reliability. Several studies have investigated
the influence of poorly crosslinked EVA in PV modules on the long-term reliability of PV modules.
At NREL several studies on the creeping behaviour of uncured or partially cured EVA in PV modules was done [45]–[47]. They found that even PV modules with uncured EVA are not likely to
creep significantly in most environments and mounting configurations, partially due to postcrosslinking of EVA during operating conditions, partially due to temperature gradients over the
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PV module with colder zones at the edges of the PV modules restraining creep. Post-crosslinking
of EVA under operating conditions was also found in another study [48], [49]. They also found
that poorly crosslinked PV modules with degree of crosslinking values below 50% showed discolouration of the soldering ribbons in the middle of the cells after exposure to accelerated aging
tests. In contrast, all test modules with high degree of crosslinking values above 80% did not show
any discolouration effects at the ribbons. These discolouration effects observed with the modules
with short lamination times upon accelerated ageing can be explained by the surplus of still reactive peroxides in the modules which can react either directly with the surface of the soldering
ribbons or with degradation products of the EVA like acetic acid and subsequently lead to a corrosion of the soldering material. Surprisingly, for none of the modules investigated by Hirschl et al. a
relevant change in the electrical power output could be detected after the various ageing treatments, although optical changes on the backsheet and the connector ribbons surfaces were observed. This is in good agreement with findings from Morlier et al., who reported that the curing
state of EVA influences the material's stability towards oxidation when exposed to damp heat
ageing [50]. Materials with high amounts of curing agents showed lower stabilities [51]. Nevertheless, the decrease of the module performance over testing time did not depend on the initial degree of crosslinking. However, a recent study investigated the correlation between the crosslinking conditions and potential induced degradation effect in crystalline silicon PV modules. They
found that PV modules encapsulated by EVA with higher degree of crosslinking showed lower
susceptibility to PID due to higher volume resistivity [52]–[54].
Novoa [55] developed a model that can evaluate the debond energy and the debond growth rate
in function of T and RH. They showed that lower EVA elastic modulus due to under curing will lead
to lower debond energy and higher debond growth rate. This suggests the higher probability of
delamination for under-cured EVA [56], [57]. Jensch et al. [58] showed that the phosphitecontaining UV absorber can react with silane to produce silanephosphate during the lamination
process. A long lamination process can lead to poor initial adhesion between EVA and glass. Novoa [55] also showed that very high elastic modulus of the over-cured EVA may sharpen the
debonding tip, reducing the ability of EVA to accommodate the stress, and thus lead to higher
debond growth rate.
In some cases, cell swimming (lateral motion) during lamination can cause short circuits between
the neighbouring cells. In this case, a significant loss in the module power output is immediate.
Cell/string swimming results in additional stresses in the interconnection and the cell. This will
cause higher probability of interconnection failure upon cyclic thermal stress and harm the module reliability. Furthermore, the cell swimming is also regarded as a visual defect of the modules.
Voids are categorized into 2 types: Type-I the air packet located at the interface of the neighbouring components; Type-II the voids located solely inside the EVA encapsulant layers. Both void
types arise from different causes during the module lamination. Their impacts on module reliability are also different. The Type-I voids are often large in size, above 1 cm in diameter. If they are
located at the front-side of the PV cell, they will reduce the incident light arriving at the cell front
and hence the module power output. The Type-I voids also act as a reservoir for in-diffused moisture and accelerate the delamination initiating from the voids. They will accelerate the hydrothermal degradation of the packaging materials and the cells. Dhere et al. [59] showed that the
formation of Type-I voids also accelerate potential induced degradation (PID) of PV modules. The
Type-II voids are typically smaller, with diameters of about 1 mm. They are embedded inside the
EVA encapsulant layer. If a high concentration of this kind of voids are formed at the cell front, the
short-circuit current and the power output of the module is expected to be lowered. Yet, in the
case that the density of the voids is low or the voids are not located on top of the cells, the effect
on the module electrical performance is immeasurable. The Type-II voids themselves pose small
risks for module reliability, especially when the EVA is cured sufficiently. Li [60] showed that there
is no impact of the Type-II voids on the module reliability in the 3000 hours of damp heat test. In
modules with under-cured EVA, under conditions like damp heat, the combination of moisture
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ingress and the lower viscosity of EVA at elevated temperature allow further growth of the Type-II
voids. When the voids grow to contact the interface of EVA with neighbouring components, they
will accelerate the delamination and harm the module reliability.
The mismatch of the coefficients of thermal expansion for different module components is the
origin of the residual thermal stresses in the laminated module. At the curing step, the module
components are in a nearly stress-free state. When the module is cooled down to room temperature, as the materials contract differentially, the residual stresses start to build up inside the
module. The thermal stresses are normally invisible after lamination. Only in the case of glassbacksheet modules, as the backsheet contracts more than the glass, the whole module bends
towards the backsheet. This leaves the glass in the contraction and bending stress and the backsheet in tensile stress. At the module edge, there will be stress perpendicular to the glass/EVA
interface and act as a peeling force. In this case, the high thermal stress can cause the initiation of
the delamination from the module edge and undermine the module reliability. The author in
[61][62][42] studied thermal stresses in laminated modules. Eitner et al. [42] finds out that the
cells exhibit the lowest coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) and consequently stay under compression with up to -74 Mpa stress at -40 °C. The high stress at the cell/EVA interface could lead to
cell cracks causing module reliability problems under mechanical loading and make cells more
prone to snail trails. These high residual stresses can also cause delamination at both glass/EVA
and cell/EVA interfaces and harm the module reliability.

2.2.4

Materials and potential induced degradation

To better understand the cause of PID effects it is good to consider the PV system, panel, and cell
level separately. On the module level, the strongest factors influencing PID are the interaction of
the encapsulation material, glass, and frame resulting in certain electrical leakage current paths.
Furthermore, material properties, production processes as well as module layout contribute to
the occurrence and rate of PID-s, see [1].
When using EVA as an encapsulant it was shown that backsheets with presumably high acetic acid
permeation rates (AATR) reduces the sensitivity to PID-s and yellowing [17], [22]. Not only acetic
acid itself, but also moisture ingress after delamination of PV modules, in turn leads to corrosion
of metallic contacts and increase in series resistance (Rs) [63]. Therefore, laminate design in terms
of composition of different materials has a strong impact on PID-s induced cell degradation.
Properties of the encapsulant, such as its polarity, volume resistivity or water vapour transmittance rate (WVTR), strongly influence the PID-s effect. As the sodium from the glass has to move
through the encapsulant, there is a strong influence of the type of encapsulating material on this
ionic current flow. Therefore, one possible way to reduce PID-s effects caused by ionic current
flow through the encapsulant is to choose the most suitable encapsulating material. EVAs with
high volume resistivity guarantee strong PID-s resistance [64], since higher volume resistivity reduces ion mass transfer from the front-side glass to the PV cell, which results in a less conductive
encapsulation material and a lower leakage current [65]. But, high temperatures reduce the resistivity of EVA and seem therefore to be a critical factor [64]. Furthermore, PID-s is significantly
enhanced by the presence of acetic acid which eases the transport of Na+ from glass to the cells
[18], [19]. However, if material substitution is to provide protection against PID-s effects, than the
key parameter is its volume resistivity. Also, one should identify materials with low WVTR since
moisture ingress needs to be reduced. In fact, other encapsulants that can be considered as an
EVA alternative have been proposed, such as: PVB, TPU, TPO, silicone or ionomers. But, regarding
polarity, water vapour transmission rate (WVTR), optical, and electrical properties, polyolefins and
ionomers are the most promising materials which can overcome PID-s related problems [65], [66].
However, ionomer is normally used as a blocking ionic diffusion layer between glass and EVA and
not as a substitutive encapsulant material [65] since it is claimed to fully suppress the PID-s effect
by capturing the ions [19]. By comparison, several studies on new polyolefin based encapsulants
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showed that lower polarity and lower WVTR values in combination with the absence of acetic acid
(in respect to EVA) can suppress the PID-s effect totally [18]–[20]. An overview of volume resistivity of some encapsulant materials is shown in Fig. 7 and can also be found in the work of Berghold
and co-workers [67].

Fig. 7: Volume resistivity measured using alternating direct current (DC) polarity +/- 700V. “Wet” samples
are immersed in water at 40°C [68].

Environmental factors such as humidity and temperature also influence the PID-s effect. Humidity
forms a film on the front glass, which becomes electrically conductive after a percolation threshold of about 60% connectivity has been reached [69]. Possible sources for moisture ingress were
already discussed above (delamination, reduced adherence in between anti reflective coating
(ARC) and glass …). The effect of temperature on PID-s effects, on the other hand, is kind of peculiar. Some experiments [70] showed that increased temperature not only leads to faster PID-s
because of increased leakage current, but it also plays an important role in the regeneration process in a panel. Activation energies for recovery processes have been estimated to 0.7 eV [71].
However, temperature is indirectly influencing PID-s effects since other failure modes that are
leading to PID-s effects (delamination, corrosion, hot spots, bubbles, as well as permeation of
water, acetic acid and atmospheric gases …) are temperature dependent processes.

2.2.5 Materials and Snail Tracks
Snail Tracks (also called Snail Trails) are a visible defect which is caused by discolouration of the
silver paste of the front side metallization of silicon solar cells. In a PV module the effect looks like
a Snail Track and it occurs at the edge of the solar cell and along usually invisible narrow cell
cracks. The discolouration itself is reported to have no influence on the performance of the PV
module. But the cell cracks, visualized by the snail tracks, can reduce the PV module power.
In several studies it was shown that the choice of EVA via its additive composition and the type of
backsheet determines the susceptibility or resistivity to snail-track formation [72]–[74].
Meyer et al. report that water vapour coming through the backsheet is claimed to dissolve silver
particles which migrate into the encapsulation on top of the grid finger, where a chemical reaction within the encapsulant film results in the typical observed colouring. Mini-modules encapsulated with an EVA containing a high level of silicon containing additives (silane based adhesion
promoter) were consistently protected against the development of snail trails. Phosphite containing additives (peroxide decomposers) on the other hand increased the susceptibility [72], [73].
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Recently Kim et al. [74] proved this discolouration happening due to the formation of silver acetate, where silver acetate was synthesized by silver carbonate originating from the reaction of Ag
ions and carbon dioxide and acetic acid that originated from the degradation of EVA.

2.2.6 Materials and corrosion of interconnection and silver grid
One major concern for durability of PV systems is corrosion of the metallic components within a
module since this can reduce the power output by increasing the series resistance of the electrical
interconnects [75], [76]. Since corrosion is known to be accelerated by the presence of water, the
characteristics of encapsulants and backsheet materials with respect to moisture ingress and corrosion are becoming more and more important for the long-term durability of PV modules [77]–
[80].
Therefore, the importance of the permeation properties of encapsulants and backsheets, as well
as design of PV module (materials) were already studied by several authors [15]–[17], [79], [81],
[82]. Increased corrosion of solder on the silver busbars of the silicon cells was observed near
delamination and near cell edges, due to higher availability of water vapour.
Degradation of ethylene vinyl-acetate (EVA) may accelerate metallization corrosion in different
ways [83]. During degradation of EVA, acetic acid is released which may lead to a corrosion of the
solder bonds, which is visible as green Cu acetate patterns [84]. The acid has corrosive effects on
cell metallization and the cell interconnect copper core and its tin coating [77]. The copper core
causes a brown discoloration of the EVA when it is directly exposed to EVA. Metallization corrosion leads to an increased series resistance and therefore to losses in module performance [2],
[12], [15], [16], [63]. Due to the long diffusion paths from the encapsulant to the backsheet, acetic
acid can accumulate in front of the solar cells and lower the pH value leading to even faster corrosion [15], [17].

2.2.7 Materials and delamination
The primary function of the EVA is to serve as the structural adhesive in the PV module. Thus,
poor EVA adhesion with other module components weakens the structural integrity and the mechanical strength of the PV modules, which impairs the module reliability upon mechanical loading. Yet, currently, there is no quantitative requirement on the minimum adhesion strength of
each interface in the PV modules. The adhesion strength is prone to the stress like moisture, heat,
UV radiation and chemical interactions.
Delamination and cracked cell isolation are relevant failure modes for long time field exposures of
PV modules, leading to power losses higher than 10% according to Fig. 3.1 in [1]. However, delamination has also been reported in 5% of the failures of PV modules recorded in the first two years
after delivering [85], presumably due to imperfect manufacturing.
Regarding the adhesion strength of EVA to other module materials, influencing the ability of the
encapsulant to resist against delamination and provide optimal sealing, peeling tests by pulling
the backsheet away from glass [86], or by pulling Titanium beams bonded to the glass with an EVA
interlayer [55] have been proposed, possibly with different peeling angles. Inspection of the tested specimens shows delamination along the interface between the encapsulant and the glass
with a resulting rough surface [86], or also with delamination along the Titanium beam and the
EVA interface [55]. From the diagram relating the peeling force per unit width to the peeling extension obtained from 90° peeling tests of a backsheet from a rigid glass substrate [86], insight
into the adhesive behavior of the polymer can be developed.
UV exposure alone can also cause the loss of adhesion and subsequent delamination [58], [87].
Jentsch et al. studied the chemical origin of the loss of adhesion of EVA encapsulant under UV
exposure. The decomposition of UV absorbers results in the formation of benzoic acid and a phenol product. This acid catalyses and accelerates the debonding of EVA from the glass. The author’s
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question whether UV absorbers and phosphide should be used in EVA encapsulants intended for
long lifetime PV modules.
The thermo-visco-elastic properties of the encapsulant [88][89] also have an important role on
the peeling adhesion, since the Young’s modulus expressing the adhesive stiffness, E/h, is strongly
temperature-dependent, see Fig. 8 from [88]. Experimental results in [55] also report that the
critical crack opening for complete delamination is temperature-dependent. As a result of these
dependencies, peeling tests in [55] and [90] show that the peel strength and also the adhesive
energy Gc of the EVA/glass interface decays almost linearly from 25°C to 50°C, with a drastic drop
for a temperature higher than 60°C, when the EVA becomes very soft, see also Fig. 8. Hence, for a
proper evaluation of the adhesion between EVA and glass testing should be done at application
relevant temperatures and not just at room temperature.

Fig. 8: The temperature dependency of the Young’s modulus of EVA [88].

Exposure of the PV module to ambient moisture is also a reason for encapsulant degradation. EVA
is permeable to vapour diffusion [34], [91] whose infiltration can cause oxidation phenomena on
the solar cell surface and then significant power losses [92]. Moreover, the kinetics of debonding
is also affected by ambient moisture with a decrease in the adhesive energy [93][55]. Peeling tests
in [55] conducted at an ambient temperature of 30°C and with different relative humidity (RH)
have shown failure at the Titanium beam-EVA interface with a reduced adhesive energy with increasing humidity levels.

2.3 Influence of failures on PV module power
The most important failure types of PV modules have been described in the previous TASK13 report “Review of Failures of Photovoltaic Modules” [1]. In this section models to describe the degradation rate of the modules caused by a certain failure mode are introduced.
In a PV module various parts are combined into one product. Even for equal parts like cell interconnect ribbons, solar cells and bypass diodes one has to expect a variation of initial quality of the
parts. For some failure types, one part can lead to a full power loss or safety fault of the module.
This is the case for connectors, cables, backsheet, junction box and glass. These parts may not
only lead to power loss of the PV module, but also to a power loss of the whole string in a PV array. Other parts like the potting material, frame, cells, cell interconnect ribbon, string interconnect, bypass diodes and glass coating may fail partly without a total power loss of the module or
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the PV module string. Furthermore, the bypass diodes are able to prevent a total power loss of a
module, e.g. if a substring of the module is defect.
For this reason a full framework is needed to represent the power loss of PV modules. Thomas
Friesen presented in the report of the “Performance Plus” project such a framework based on a
one diode model [94]. The easiest way is to simulate the module with an electrical model and
describe aging mechanisms for each part of a component. Fig. 9 shows such a framework. The
elements of the framework should have a distribution of initial values to cover realistic conditions.
To represent the distribution a Monte Carlo simulation with the distribution of initial values can
be done.

Fig. 9: Electrical framework for aging modelling of PV modules.

In the literature various aging models for module components are described. These can be used
to model the behavior of parts of the framework. Aging mechanisms influencing the light intensity
can be modeled by reducing the initial current jsc of the current source in the cell. The aging of cell
interconnect ribbons result in an increase of the ribbon resistance Rr. Cell breakage effect the
break resistance Rb and the parallel resistance Rp of the cell. A potential induced degradation affects also the parallel resistance Rp of the cell.
Besides material parameter and material dependent aging models input parameter for the climatic conditions are needed. For modeling of PV module failure in many cases the knowledge of the
internal loads like temperature, chemical conditions, radiation, and mechanical loads in/on the PV
module are needed. These can be measured or taken from publications on typical climatic zones
as reported by Herrmann [Herrmann11]. One very important part is to convert the external loads
to internal loads of the module. Koel et al. describe a method how to calculate the module temperature depending on the temperature of the environment, the insolation on the module and
the wind speed [Koehl11], see also part 2 of the energy rating standard IEC 61853-2:2016
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[IEC61853-2]. With these methods the external loads can be transferred into a module temperature. Furthermore, a variation of initial material parameters has to be known to start the simulation. The variation can be implemented by a Monte Carlo simulation.
In the following chapter the aging of material parameters are described for several degradation
mechanisms.

2.3.1 Influence of EVA browning on PV power
According to the previous observations from chapter 2.1.3, the relevant parameters for a model
prediction of the yellowing of EVA in a PV module are numerous: the concentration of peroxides
and antioxidants in the EVA compound, the temperature profile and the length of the lamination
process, the transmission of the module glass front panel in the UV range, the intensity of the sun
irradiation, the temperature of the module, the size of the cells, and the permeability of the polymer backsheet or edge sealing [95], [96]. The power loss caused by the yellowing also depends
on the quantum efficiency of the cells in the spectral range of the absorption of the chromophores. The module parameter affected by the yellowing of the encapsulant is the short-circuit
current density Jsc. The short circuit current is expressed as the integral of the product of the external quantum efficiency (EQE) and the incident light spectral intensity I(λ) reaching the cells over
the absorption range of the solar cells [97]:
∞

𝐽𝑆𝑆 = 𝑞 ∫0 𝐼(𝜆)𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝜆)𝑑 ,

(2)

where q is the elementary charge and λ the wavelength. Thus, considering the external losses, the
absorption of the encapsulation A(λ) in front of the cells, and the reflection of the incident light on
the front panel R(λ) of the modules, the short circuit current is expressed as:
∞

𝐽𝑆𝑆 = 𝑞 ∫0 𝐼(𝜆)(1 − 𝑅(𝜆) − 𝐴(𝜆))𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝜆)𝑑.

(3)

Thus there is a linear correlation between the photocurrent generated at a given wavelength and
the absorption of the EVA at this wavelength. To our knowledge there is no model which describes the evolution of the absorption of the encapsulant A(λ) as a function of the aforementioned influencing factors.
EVA discolouration is a continuous changing failure over the modules service life. Some modules
show a faster, other a slower yellowing process.
Obvious browning is the sign that a module started to degrade; modules showing a slight browning may not show detectable power losses. Typically, mean yearly degradation rates due to yellowing are about 0.5%/yr [1] and may reach up to 1%/yr in hot and humid or moderate climates
[98]. Nevertheless power losses of up to 10%/yr have been observed for mirror enhanced photovoltaic modules installed in desert environments [5]. Some studies [99], [100] report constant
degradation rates while others suggest that this degradation rate increases with time over larger
time spans [101], [102]. This increase is due to the broadening of the EVA discolouration from
only yellow blocking light at short wavelengths to the brown. Typically short circuit current losses
of 10% are observed over the first decade of exposure for modules prone to yellowing [99], [100].
To sum up, the power losses induced by the yellowing of the encapsulant follow initially a constant loss rate and this degradation rate increases with time as the EVA absorption coefficient
increases and more photo degradation occurs, leading to faster degradation.
It was suggested by Pern that the yellowing reaches a saturation value as the UV absorber that is
involved in forming the chromophores is depleted over time (see 2.1.3) [5]. Although it has not
been experimentally verified, and other systems with photo degradation do not show a saturation
of the yellowing process [103], Pern suggests that the power loss over time induced by the yel30

lowing of the encapsulant follows a sigmoid curve showing an initiation phase, a linear decrease
of power and ultimately a saturation as the yellowing reaches its maximum.

2.3.2 Influence of delamination on PV power
Delamination is an important cause of peak power loss in PV modules. It can occur at any of the
interfaces within the PV module, e.g. glass/EVA, cell/EVA, silver gridline/EVA, ribbon/EVA, interlayer of the polymeric backsheet, etc. The major drivers for the delamination are the stress exerted at the interface from residual thermal stresses or from external mechanical stress applied on
the module and the deteriorated interfacial bonding as a result of the attack from heat, UV and
moisture. After delamination, new interfaces are created, i.e. glass/air and air/EVA in the case of
glass/EVA delamination, EVA/air and air/cell front in the case of cell front/EVA delamination. The
increase in reflection can be calculated using the Fresnel’s equations. For the interfaces of
glass/air and EVA/air, the interfacial reflectance is about 4%. This reflection loss causes a drop in
Pmax via the reduction of the short-circuit current [75]. Furthermore, the delamination is associated with other drivers of module degradation. Moisture diffusing into the EVA can condense in the
delaminated region and accelerate the propagation of the delaminated region [34]. The delamination also forms a pathway for faster moisture ingress into the modules. When delamination occurs at the cell surface, corrosion of metallic components will take place by the moisture condensation, acetic acid produced by EVA and the oxygen arriving at the interface [63], [104]. Delamination can accelerate the moisture ingress and facilitate moisture condensation. Therefore, the corrosion is accelerated by the delamination.
Due to the optical loss and corrosion-induced series resistance increase, cells in the delaminated
area will produce less current. This is the origin of current mismatch. If the mismatch is significant,
it will trigger the bypass diode and cause further power loss of the PV module [105].
Park et al. studied a 25-year-old module with partial delamination and EVA discolouration [75].
They show that the main origin of the Pmax loss is the current drop due to the increased reflectance by the air gap in the delaminated region and the reduced transmittance of the discoloured
EVA. The total current loss in the part with delamination and discolouration is 3.8 times higher
than those without. Van Dyke et al. investigate the cause of degradation of a field-deployed PV
module based on EFG-Si [63]. Delamination and discolouration are observed mostly around the
module edge. In the first 3 years of deployment, the module power Pmax had dropped by nearly
20%, while the short circuit current Isc drops by ~ 5%. The degradation is explained by the delamination, moisture ingress, and the subsequent corrosion on the electrical contacts in the module.
The delaminated area causes cell mismatch and further results in local heating. The high temperature in the delaminated and discoloured area promotes faster moisture ingress, delamination,
and corrosion. Sánchez‐Friera et al. analyses the degradation of a PV system after 12 years of exposure [104]. A power loss of 11.5% is observed. It is found that the loss in module power Pmax is
mostly due to the loss in the short circuit current Isc. They attribute most of the degradation to the
delamination at the cell/encapsulant interface. This delamination further accelerates the degradation of the antireflective coating on the cell front and the corrosion of the metallic components
contacting the cells. Moreover the delamination will cause a power loss due to the cell electrical
mismatch in the module.
A number of studies have been carried out to develop a detection method for the delamination in
PV modules. Sinha et al. [106] proposes a method and analysis based on pulse infrared thermography. This fast and non-destructive method is able to detect the delamination and estimates the
delamination thickness. Voronko et al. utilizes both Pulse Thermography (PT) and Scanning Acoustic Microscopy (SAM) to detect the defects including delamination [107]. They show that the
presence and position of delamination and voids can be detected non-destructively by both techniques. The SAM can offer better resolution on small defects.
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Loss of adhesion and delamination can occur upon the exposure to heat and moisture [108][109]
[110]. In the accelerated testing, the delamination is often triggered by damp heat. Wu et al. studied the reduction of peeling strength between EVA and backsheet in different damp heat test
conditions [110]. They show that the peeling strength reduction depends strongly on the temperature and relative humidity of the test condition. A humidity dose model is proposed by assuming
the surface relative humidity of the backsheet as the driving force and an Arrhenius-based model
with the temperature as an accelerating factor. It is shown that the correlation between the peeling strength and the humidity dose follows an exponential model with activation energy of
~63 kJ/mol. Peike et al. studied in detail the degradation mechanism of the encapsulated c-Si solar
cells after 2000 h of damp heat [84]. They show that both emitter and antireflective coating remain intact. The degradation is caused by the increased series resistance due to the corrosion of
the solder bond and the gridline. More in-depth study shows that the entrapped acetic acid produced by EVA is responsible for the corrosion of the joint between the screen printed silver busbar or gridline and the cell surface as shown in chapter 2.3.5.
Due to the important role of moisture in the delamination process, studies have been carried out
on moisture ingress into PV modules. Kempe et al. [34] used finite-element analysis to model the
moisture ingress with actual atmospheric data. It shows that the moisture can ingress significantly
into impermeable module packaging through the module edges during life time. The moisture in
the module can condense and increase corrosion rates. Due to the residual shear stresses in the
module, the condensed water is more likely formed at the interface between EVA and cell/glass.
This could cause accelerated corrosion and enhanced interfacial delamination. The delamination
will provide more rapid pathways for further moisture ingress. Meitzner and Schulze al. [111]
point out that the determination of the moisture uptake for different PV encapsulants requires
more care. The conventional method assumes the validity of the Henry’s Law. However, for materials with significant interaction with the dissolved water molecules, it is no longer valid. They
show that for materials such as PVB, the ENSIC model is more valid. This finding is valuable for the
simulation of moisture ingress into PV modules. Park et al. [112] develop a degradation model for
the degradation induced by moisture condensation (MC) in the PV modules. The moisture condensation often occurs in the field-deployed modules in certain climates. They show that the MCinduced degradation rate is 1.45 times compared to the damp heat degradation at 85°C and
65%rh. It is also shown that the MC frequency in the modules depends on the encapsulant type,
where the polyolefin type shows much higher frequency than EVA and silicone.
Detection methods for the moisture distribution inside the PV module have also been studied.
Carlsson et al. [113] developed a moisture-sensing technique by measuring the AC resistance of a
porous TiO2 film deposited on the glass substrate. It is proved that this sensor can use be used for
measuring the moisture concentration in the aged PV modules. Rashtchi et al. [114] used FTIR to
study the water absorbed in the EVA encapsulant. They find that the water molecule is not interstitially located in EVA, but they are bonded to one or two C=O groups by hydrogen bonding. They
claim that this is a promising way of providing depth-resolved water concentration distribution in
the EVA layer in PV modules.
Novoa et al. [55] developed a mechanics-based technique to evaluate the debond energy and
growth rates in the function of temperature and relative humidity. They show that the debond
energy decreases from 2.15 kJ/m2 to 1.75 kJ/m2 for the EVA/glass laminate when temperature
rises up from 25°C to 50°C. The debond growth rate of EVA is enhanced by 1000 times with merely 10°C increase of temperature or 15% increase of RH. This shows that the delamination is accelerated by module temperature and moisture ingress. They derive an equation showing the
debond growth rate in function of explicit debond energy, relative humidity, and temperature,
based on a fracture kinetics model for the visco-elastic debonding in PV module. By the best of
our knowledge there is no model in the literature describing the resulting power loss caused by
delamination.
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2.3.3 Influence of cell cracking to PV module power
Current modelling of the influence of cell cracking of crystalline silicon solar cells is based on determining the maximum electrically detached cell area caused by a cell crack. An electrical stimulation of the solar module reveals the expected power loss [115]. However, most detected cell
cracks do not separate a cell part electrically from the cell, especially not for the whole service life
of the PV module.
Paggi et al. reported [116] the mechanical stress of cells in PV modules with a PET front sheet. A
compressive thermo-elastic residual stress builds up in the solar cells after module lamination.
Therefore, solar cells cracked after the lamination stage tend to show low electrical resistances
across the cell crack. The further application of mechanical bending induces a tensile stress state
in the solar cells which, superimposed to the compressive residual stresses, progressively compensates them, and leads to an increase in the crack opening which finally induces electric insulation along the crack line. In electric models with a distributed series resistance [Breitenstein13],
the effect of deformation on the electric response can be taken into account by the introduction
of an additional localized resistance in correspondence to the point where a cell metallization
finger intersects a crack, dependent on crack opening [117].
The important question is how long does a cell cracks need to separate cell parts electrically from
each other. Käsewieter [118] showed in a bending test of module laminates that the silver front
side metallization cracks immediately with the crack in the silicon. However, as the mechanical
load vanishes the front side metallization reconnects nearly without any additional contact resistance. In contrast the aluminum rear side metallization does not immediately isolate with the
first cracking of the silicon. The rear side metallization shows a fatigue cracking behavior. The
electrical crack resistance increases slowly by the number of cycles. After a certain cycle the electrical contact through the back metallization shows a random contacting and isolation. To our
knowledge it is not known which critical parameter influence the time of electrical degradation of
the rear side paste along cell cracks.
A second aspect of cell cracks is rarely addressed in the literature. Cell cracks reveal along the
crack path a defective silicon surface. Along this surface a drastically enhanced recombination
current flows across the depletion region [119]. This recombination current can be described by
an increased saturation current of the diode with ideality factor 2 for each cracked cell [120]. For
simplification this parallel diode can also be simulated as parallel resistance. This recombination
current reduces especially the low light efficiency of PV modules. If each cell in a 60 cell module is
cracked and all cell cracks do not lead to an separated cell area, the power loss of the module is
typically below 2.5 % of the nominal power at standard test conditions [115].
To our knowledge a model which describes the power loss depending on weather conditions is
not yet available. Morlier et al. [Morlier15] set up simulation of the PV module power loss with
the electrical framework for PV modules shown in Fig. 9, and a distribution of cell cracks measured in one exemplary PV-system shown in Fig. 10. However, the time and climate dependent
evolution of the system power is simply modelled by a change in crack resistance. The time dependent influence of the climate on the crack resistance is not yet known. It is also not known
which cell/module production factors influence how long the conductivity across a cell crack is
sufficient for the power generation.
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Fig. 10: Typical distribution of cell cracks per module in a PV-system.

Flash testing and two-diode model fitting of the dark I-V curve of modules undergoing cell breakage can be used to show fundamentally the causes of power loss. In a stress test involving mechanical loading, thermal cycling, and humidity freezing of 60-cell multicrystalline modules, Impp is
found to degrade most severely among the flash test-determined parameters [121]. Using the
metrics introduced by King [122], Impp/Isc ratio decreases greatly, indicating degrading junction
properties (shunt or recombination currents) and the effects of mismatch in current output of the
cells. This is consistent with cell breakage, which causes both recombination pathways that defeat
the cell junction and various extents of the active cell circuit area removal. To a lesser extent, but
becoming more important with increased damage to cells, the Vmp/Voc ratio decreases, indicative
of series resistance.
With an approximate 10% relative decrease in module power when cell cracking is induced, series
resistance increases modestly. This is best measured using a combination of light and dark IV
curves [123] or light IV curves [124] at two intensities. Using such analyses, for the 10% module
power loss, series resistance increase is 0.5 Ohm cm2, responsible for a 2% absolute drop in fill
factor and about 2.6% of the observed 10% module power loss. As the number of interconnecting
bus ribbons increase on the cell, the series resistance and mismatch losses are reduced because
the current collection ability is maintained to a greater extent despite the cell cracking.
Dark I-V curve analysis shows further the multiple mechanisms associated with the cell breakage.
Due to fractures penetrating the cell junction, second diode parameters that describe the junction
quality show degradation, ideality factor n2 and pre-exponential J02 increase. First diode parameters associated with the minority carrier lifetime n1 and pre-exponential J01 also increase, resulting
from the creation of unpassivated semiconductor surface area at the new crack interfaces [121].
Typically PV systems are very inhomogeneously affected by cell cracks. Fig. 10 shows typical distributions of cell cracks over a PV system. Furthermore, isolated cell parts due to cell cracks de34

crease the current at the maximum power point. These two facts lead to a power loss in a PV system which is not equal to the sum of power losses of the single modules.
To simulate the maximum expected power loss due to cell cracks in a PV system one has to know
the distribution of cell parts which might get isolated due to the cell cracks. This distribution can
be measured by electroluminescence or UV fluorescence measurements [Koentges14]. For the
distribution of isolated cell parts given in Fig. 11 a Monte Carlo simulation is done to calculate the
expected power output distribution of strings composed of PV modules with this distribution of
cell part isolations. The resulting worst case power distribution of 20 strings with 20 modules is
shown in Fig. 12. This distribution should be asymmetrical. However, for medium cell crack occurrence like it is shown in Fig. 10 the resulting string power distribution can still be fitted by a Gaussian distribution. In the simulated case the mean power loss of the strings is about 12% after complete isolation of all cracked cell parts.

Fig. 11: The distribution of the isolated cell parts is described with these two graphs. The left graph shows
the distribution of various cell crack classes over the measured modules. The right graph shows the distribution of the broken area for the seven crack classes.

Currently there is no method to identify if existing cell cracks will lead to a power loss or not. It
may appear curious that PV modules with lots of cell cracks keep their power much longer than
PV modules with only some cell cracks, because in the first case the cell cracks do not lead to high
crack resistances, but in the second case the crack resistance increase within a short period and
lead to a high power loss caused by only some cell cracks.
As already mentioned the development in the market tends to move to more than three busbars
per cell or even to multi wire approaches. This will reduce the risk of power loss, because only
small pieces can detach from their corresponding busbar. However, the current cells and the cell
interconnection schemes reach high fill factors in the module. Therewith the Impp gets closer to
the Isc, and therefore already small detached cell pieces can cause a power loss. The allowed detached cell fraction Ainactive without impact to the module power is given by the inequation [115]
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For a modern high efficiency module (FF~79%) this relation means that only ~5% of the total cell
area Atotal may be detached compared to former modules with much lower fill factor (FF~73%)
where 8%-10% cell area loss has no effect on the module power.

Fig. 12: Power output distribution of PV module strings with cell cracks. The power output is normalized to
the power of a defect free string.

2.3.4 Influence of the potential-induced degradation by shunting on the PV power
The difference of potential between the cells and the support structure of the module drives a
leakage current that can lead to a power degradation. We differentiate two failures modes for
crystalline silicon cells, the PID-p (for polarisation or passivation) and the PID-s (for shunting). The
PID-p is a temporary and reversible degradation of the passivation layer which reduces the performance due to a surface recombination increase [125]–[127]. The PID-s is due to leakage current involving ionic flow of Na+ from the glass, encapsulant or cell surface into the cell, diffusing
into silicon stacking faults and shunting the cell [128]. The sodium incorporation in the Si surface
degrades primarily the FF, the Voc, and lastly the Isc. A part of this degradation is non-reversible,
and another part is reversible with thermal treatments and/or reversal of the voltage bias between the active cell circuit and the grounded module face [129]. PID-s seems to be the main PID
problem in the field due to the large market share of conventional n+/p silicon solar cells and is
discussed in this section.
We previously listed factors influencing the PID-s effect in Table 6.2.1 in [1]. A complete model of
the PID-s could contain more parameters than typically available. We focus in the following on a
review on phenomenological models where parameters have to be determined from fully manufactured modules. There is no model based on material parameters of the module components
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available in literature yet. There are empirical models that link the environmental stress to the IVcurve parameters of given modules.
In typical PID tests high voltage between the cells and the frame of the module is applied. For
indoor tests the module terminals are short circuited to have uniform cells potential. The environment can be natural outdoor conditions or indoor controlled conditions.
Numerous PID papers (e.g. [127], [129]) describe specific experiments and their effect on the
power, on the leakage current and on the visualization of the degradation made by EL, EBIC, EDX,
or STEM, but without extracting power degradation models.
A model of the leakage current has been described by Hoffmann [69], depending on humidity,
temperature, and both temperature and humidity. Indeed measuring the leakage current is crucial to assess the stability, the uniformity and the continuity of PID-s tests. But up to now, the
leakage current has not been clearly linked to the power degradation for crystalline silicon modules [69], [130], [131]. Higher conductivity of the silicon nitride and increased metallization area
leading to reduced sodium transport to the silicon and recovery behaviour of PID-s [129] are some
of the explanations for the lack of a relationship between leakage current and PID-s power loss.
The typical shape of the time dependent power loss for the PID-s effect appears to be a sigmoidal
function of the time (Fig. 13). First the degradation is slow, then fast and then stabilizes at a certain power depending on the applied voltage.
We focus on three empirical models of the PID-s effect. The first model by Hattendorf et al. describe the power degradation [131] and recovery [132]. The second model by Taubitz et al. describe the shunt resistance degradation and recovery [133]. The third model by Hacke et al. describe the power degradation for crystalline silicon [134] and for thin-films [135]. All models are
based on indoor experiments with PV modules. The Taubitz and the Hacke thin-film model have
been compared to outdoor tests.
All models assume that the PID-s depends on the applied voltage (system voltage) U between the
cells and the frame, the module temperature T, the ambient relative humidity H, and the time t.
The model of Hattendorf is based on a matrix of indoor experiments where modules are exposed
to varying voltage, module temperature, and ambient humidity. The conditions are varied to determine the model parameter for the module power Pmod equation:
𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑈, 𝑇, 𝐻, 𝑡) = P𝑖𝑖𝑖 [1 − 𝑝(𝑡)].

(5)

The initial module power is Pini. The function p(t) symbolize the power loss due to environmental
influence:
𝑡

−
1−𝑒 𝜏1

,

(6)

𝑝∞ = lim𝑡→∞ 𝑝(𝑡).

(7)

p(t) = 𝑝∞

1−𝑡0

1+𝑒 𝜏2

To determine the model’s parameter the power degradation is measured as function of the time
with the system voltage U as parameter and fixed humidity H and temperature T. The saturating
power p∞ is extracted by fitting Eq. ( 6 ) to the measured data as shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13: Power degradation as function of the time
with the system voltage as parameter. Reprinted
from Hattendorf 2012 [131].

Fig. 14: Final power value as a function of the applied
voltage with the module type as parameter. . Reprinted from Hattendorf 2012 [131].

The coefficients of the following equations parameters are extracted by fitting the determined
saturating power as a function of the system voltage (Fig. 14), with humidity H and temperature T
as parameters:
𝑝∞ (𝑈) = �1 + 𝑒
𝑎(𝐻) =

𝑈−𝑈0 −2
𝜙

𝐻0
𝐻

,

𝑇−𝑇0
𝜃

𝑏(𝑇) = 𝑒 −

(8)

� ,

(9)
( 10 )

,

𝑡0 (𝑇, 𝐻) = 𝑎 ∙ 𝑏 ∙ 𝑡0′ ,

( 11 )

𝜏2 = 𝜏2′ .

( 13 )

𝜏1 (𝑇) = 𝑏 2 ∙ 𝜏1′ ,

( 12 )

The model has 6 free parameters: t’0, U0, Փ, 𝜏’1, 𝜏’2, and θ. The parameters H0 and T0 are scaling
parameter. The parameter H0 = 41.39 g/m3 and T0 = 323.15 K have been chosen, corresponding to
a relative humidity of 50%rH and a temperature of 50°C. The parameters a(H) and b(T) are acceleration functions. For T = T0 and H = H0 they are equal to 1, therefore 𝜏’1, 𝜏’2 are the time constants under these conditions. The parameter 𝜏2 remains constant for a given module. These parameters are to be extracted by the least square method for each type of modules.
The PID-s regeneration process is activated by switching off the system voltage. The regeneration
rate increases with increasing temperature. Hattendorf modeled the power regeneration by the
following extending equations [132].
𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑡) = 𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖 {1 − 𝑝0 [1 − 𝑟(𝑡 − 𝑡0 )]} ,
𝑝0 = 𝑝(𝑡0 ) ,

𝑟(𝑡) = (1 − 𝑝0 ) �1 − 𝑒
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−

,

𝑇−𝑇0
𝜃4

( 18 )
( 19 )

Considering Eq. ( 5 ) and assuming the degeneration process is being stopped, and the regeneration is starting at some point in time called t0, p(t0) gives the value of the PID-s pre-damage. The
regeneration model has 4 free parameters τ’3, 𝜏’4, θ3, θ4. The parameters are determined by fitting the above mentioned equations to experimental results. The fit of the regeneration Eq. ( 14 )
to experimental results is illustrated with different p0 as parameter in Fig. 15. An example of the
r(t) regeneration function is illustrated in Fig. 16, with a visualization of its two components r1(t)
and r2(t).

Fig. 15: Temperature-driven regeneration of four
full-size modules measured at T = 70°C and H =
50% without voltage applied. The modules are
equal in terms of constitution, but differ regarding
PID-spre-damage. The curves are mean square fits
by Eq. ( 14 ) and ( 16 ). The parameter p0 is comprised between 0 and 1 and represent the PID-s
pre-damaged level. Reprinted from Hattendorf
2013 [132].

Fig. 16: The regeneration function r(t) and its two

components. The graphic relates to the identically
marked curve in Fig. 15 (p0 = 0.43). Reprinted from

Hattendorf 2013 [132].

The Taubitz model is based on indoor controlled tests and outdoor tests on identical single cells
mini modules. The system voltage U applied to the module is the same for all tests (-1000 V). Fig.
17 shows three phases which have been defined to describe the module shunt resistance behaviour with a sequenced applied voltage. Under bias voltage and high relative humidity, the module
is in the shunting phase (S-phase). When bias and/or humidity stops, the shunt degradation slow
down in a transition phase (T-phase), and then regeneration starts (R-phase). The transition and
regeneration is modelled by two equations.
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Fig. 17: Evolution of the shunt resistance with sequenced applied voltage. Reprinted from Taubitz
2014 [133].

Fig. 18: Phase assignment process. Reprinted from
Taubitz 2014 [133].

The shunt resistance in the 3 phases is modelled by three equations. The shunt resistance in the
shunting phase is modelled by
𝑡
𝑏𝑆 ∙𝑇

−

,

( 20 )

𝑅𝑠ℎ (𝑡) = 𝑐𝑅 + 𝑎𝑅 ∙ 𝑒 𝑏𝑅 ∙𝑇 ,

𝑡

( 21 )

𝑅𝑠ℎ (𝑡) = 𝑎 𝑇 (𝑇) ∙ (𝑡 + 𝑏𝑇 ∙ 𝑇) + 𝑐𝑇 .

( 22 )

for the regeneration phase by

and for the transition phase by

𝑅𝑠ℎ (𝑡) = 𝑎𝑠 ∙ 𝑒

The constants aS, aR, aT(T), bS(T), bR(T), bT(T), cR, and cT have to be determined for each specific
module type. Some of them are dependent on the module temperature T. The constants are determined by measuring the times tS, tT, and tR for reaching certain target values as given in Fig. 17.
The models phase is assigned by the process described in the Fig. 18.
The exponential function in Eq. ( 20 ) implies that this model cannot describe the stabilization of
the degradation seen in the Hattendorf experiments.
This model has been compared to outdoor experiments with quite a good correlation (Fig. 19).
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Fig. 19: Measured and modeled Rsh evolution. Reprinted from Hacke 2016 [135].

However, the mathematical link between the Rsh model and the impact on the real power degradation is not quantified by Taubitz.
The parameters of the Hacke model [134] are extracted from indoor tests and do not comprise
regeneration modeling. For the determination of the parameters a fixed system voltage (-1000 V)
is applied to 20 identical c-Si modules while varying temperature and humidity levels.
The equation chosen to fit the power degradation of c-Si modules is:
𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚0

𝐸

= 1 − 𝐴 ∙ 𝑒 −𝑘𝑘 ∙ 𝐻𝐵 ∙ 𝑡 2 .

( 23 )

The constants A and B are determined by fitting the Eq. (PIDHACKE) to experimental results. The
parameters have to be determined for each module type. This parabolic model is applicable to
the beginning of the degradation phases of PID-s, as it can fit the beginning of a sigmoid and does
not describe the stabilization phase of the sigmoidal curve. This model is applied by Annigoni
[136] to aim for outdoor power prediction of c-Si modules for various climates.
Similar modeling to predict PID occurrence in thin-film modules in the field using accelerated tests
can be performed [135]. A progression of potential-induced degradation (PID) mechanisms is observed in CdTe modules, which is dependent on the system voltage level, temperature, and moisture ingress. This degradation includes shunting [137], junction degradation, and two different
manifestations of series resistance increase [135]. Considering the PID mode that occurs first,
shunting, an exponential model based on module temperature and relative humidity (H) is fit to
the PID rate for multiple stress levels of a CdTe module in chamber tests and validated by predicting the observed degradation of the module type in the field (Fig. 20). The exponential model,
close to the derivative of the c-Si ( 23 ), shown to be applicable in higher relative humidity regime
is of the form:
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𝑑

�

𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝑑𝑑 𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚0

𝐸𝑎

� = 𝐴0 ∙ 𝑓(𝑈) ∙ 𝑒 − 𝑘𝑘 ∙ 𝑒 𝐻∙𝐵 ,

( 24 )

where Ea is the thermal activation energy, A0 is a pre-exponential, f(U) expresses the voltage dependency, not detailed here, B is the exponent associated with the relative humidity H (taken in
percent), k the Boltzmann constant, and the kT product in units of eV.

Fig. 20: Iteration of the chamber test-derived exponential model to 20-s interval data for CdTe module temperature T and surface humidity H in Florida and its correspondence to the measured module power Pmax for
two fielded replicas.

The degradation predicted by the exponential model was validated by observing a match with the
experimental degradation rate of this module type in the field (Fig. 20), which also exhibited
shunting as evidenced by significantly reduced low light performance compared to STC performance. Success is also attributable to slow or minor thermally activated recovery in this module
type when unstressed, unlike c-Si, where recovery must be considered [133]. For Cu(In,Ga)Se2
also a reversible PID mechanism being triggered by negative system bias exist [138]. The PID degradation in CIGS modules degrades the fill factor, the open circuit voltage and increases the series
resistance of the module. However, in this case a recovery of the module power is possible [139],
[140].
The Hattendorf model is built with indoor tests on c-Si modules under several system voltages. It
is based on sigmoid functions that describe the degradation and the regeneration of the power,
and it provides methods to extract its parameters. There is no link with outdoor tests, but a simulation of an outdoor application has been presented. The sigmoidal function fully describes the
evolution of the power until its stabilization. It also shows evidences that the PID power degradation saturation level is a sigmoid function of the system voltage. That means modules which work
fine with 1000 V system voltage could totally fail with 1500 V.
The Taubitz model is built with indoor tests on c-Si single cell modules under a fixed system voltage. It is mainly based on exponential equations that describe the degradation and regeneration
of the shunt resistance. The model results have been correlated with outdoor tests results. The
exponential functions cannot describe the stabilization of the degradation and the regeneration.
The shunt degradation is observed long before it impacts on the power. This kind of study should
be continued to establish the link with the power degradation.
The Hacke models are built with indoor tests on c-Si and thin-films modules under a fixed system
voltage. Their equations only describe the beginning of the degradation of the power, with a parabolic function for c-Si and a linear function for TF. However, the TF modelization allows making a
correlation with results in the field.
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For degradation rate modelling for PID-s, the most complex component is to understand the recoverable and unrecoverable components, which can vary depending on module type and the
stress level as determined or moderated by the weather. PID-s is the most deleterious system
voltage stress effect that manifests in the relatively short term, and it is the most often modelled. However, a number of other related degradation mechanisms associated with electrical
potential, including electrochemical corrosion, series resistance losses, gas evolution, and delamination associated cathodic reactions named PID-d [141][32][33][135] remain long-term durability
issues that still need to be better modelled.
Details of the influence of weather, module surfaces being wet or dry, coatings, soiling, encapsulants, PID-s resistance at the cell and encapsulation levels, and their interaction remain areas for
further study. Furthermore, the intrinsic parameters of the module are absent in these models.
Resistivity of the glass and the encapsulant are missing, refractive index of the ARC on the cell is
missing, yet these parameters play an important role in the PID-s. A new matrix of experiments
could be built using a standard PID test applied to modules with a variation of these additional
parameters.

2.3.5 Influence of the silver grid corrosion on the PV power
In this section, the degradation process induced by hygrothermal stress on screen printed silver
metal busbars or gridlines of the solar cells is described. These screen printed silver conductors
are formed from paste that contains glass frit and conductive silver particles. The screen printed
paste is fired during cell processing to form an ohmic contact with the silicon wafer [Paretkar16].
The hygrothermal degradation of this metallization has been observed at the late stages of module nominal service life.
As shown in the electroluminescence (EL) image of Fig. 21(a), a dark area in the central region of
each PV cell is frequently observed in PV modules subjected to exposure in outdoor conditions
over 20 years. In addition, the spreading of the EL dark area in the peripheral region in each PV
cell is also sometimes observed; see Fig. 21(b). While the different distributions of the EL dark
area may depend on differences in the configuration of PV cells/modules, it has been elucidated
that the root cause of the decrease in EL brightness is moisture that penetrates from the ambient
into the PV module. It has been suggested that moisture penetrated into a PV module becomes a
basis for the hydrolysis of EVA. EVA is the most popular encapsulant used in crystalline silicon PV
modules. Acetic acid (HAc) is produced by hydrolysis of EVA, and this acid corrodes some metal
parts, and it attacks the silver gridline interface with the silicon on PV cells, which is a crucial current path for photovoltaic electric current. Indeed, the continuously increasing HAc content within
the EVA of PV modules exposed for long-term in the field has been reported by Shioda et al. and
Masuda et al. [142], [143]. This increasing HAc content is also found when PV modules are exposed to elevated hygrothermal stress levels for 2000–3000 h [142], [143].
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Fig. 21: EL images of PV modules exposed at Cfa climate in Köppen climate classification in Japan over 30
years.

Kraft et al. proposed a degradation mechanism related to the corrosion of silver gridlines [144]
based on previous investigations of damp heat-induced degradation [84]. Kraft et al. demonstrated the dissolution of the glass layer underneath the silver gridline metallization by the immersion
of PV cells into aqueous HAc solution. This proposal accurately explains the previous observations
gathered when the PV cell area with high series resistance is correlated to the dark EL area. These
signals seem to be a crucial “aging signature” which can be observed in the PV module.
The gap evolved by the dissolution of the glass layer underneath the silver gridlines of the PV cell
may be monitored by the alterations of capacitance and/or impedance under alternating current
(AC) loading conditions (Fig. 22). Experimentally, PV cells soldered with cell interconnect ribbons
are mounted in a chromatography chamber filled with HAc vapour (Fig. 23). The humidity in the
vapour over the saturated aqueous salt solution of the closed cabinet is self-adjusting [Carr49].
This exposure system has been applied in previous work of Kempe et al. [Kempe07]. As a reference, PV mini-modules (ca. 4 W, 180 x 180 mm²) are assembled with the same type of PV cell plus
extra EVA, backsheet, and glass. A damp heat test for these PV mini-modules is conducted at 85˚C
/ 85% relative humidity for 3000 h. The electrical characteristics of PV cells and PV mini-modules
are periodically assessed by a solar simulator and an EL image analyser. The characteristics of the
AC impedance are evaluated by an LCR meter with frequency scanning function [145].
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Fig. 22: Evolution of AC equivalent circuit by the
formation of gaps underneath the silver gridlines.

Fig. 23: Experimental setup for the exposure of bare
PV cells to HAc vapour.

Bare c-Si PV cells promptly degrade by the exposure to the hygrothermal vapours over saturated
KCl solution containing 3% HAc according to the exposed duration. However, the degradation is
not observed under hygrothermal stress without HAc vapour. The degradation profiles obtained
at higher temperatures are divided into 2 phases by the PV characteristics. Firstly, the Pmax rapidly
declined with decreasing FF after a short time-lag (Phase I). Thereafter, the gradual reduction of
Pmax with declining Isc (Phase II) is observed (Fig. 24). These degradation phases may be independent of each other, since their activation energies, calculated using an Arrhenius equation, are
slightly different (Fig. 25).

Fig. 24: Phase transition of cell parameter during exposition of PV cells to HAc vapour.
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Fig. 25: Arrhenius plot and activation energies for
I/V curve parameter during the degradation of PV
cells exposed to HAc vapour.

Fig. 26: Development of novel capacitor C3 during
degradation of PV cells exposed to HAc vapour.

It is worth noting that in Phase I, the development of a new capacitance C3, with higher capacitance than that of p-n junction (C2) is identified by AC impedance spectroscopy (Fig. 26). The increasing series resistance (Rs, R1) is also detected in the dark IV curve and AC impedance spectrum. The resistance (R3), associating with the newly formed capacitor (C3) rapidly increases
through Phase I. During Phase I, the distinguishing transition of EL images is observed, from a
nebula-like image characterized by a bright cloud-like area and EL bright points being semiuniformly distributed in the lower EL brightness background, to a constellation-like image where
the bright points sparsely remain only on finger electrodes under the dark EL background (Fig. 27).

Fig. 27: Evolution of EL image during degradation of PV cells exposed to HAc vapour.
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Fig. 28: Putative degradation process of c-Si PV cells exposed to HAc vapour. The red colour of the Ag Pillar
in phase II indicates a change of contact properties to the underlying silicon.

These results suggest that the gap underneath the silver gridlines and busbars grows during phase
I, although the direct contacts of Ag and emitter surface by Ag pillars seem to remain (Fig. 28). In
Phase II, the series resistances Rs and R1, the newly developed impedance consisted of capacitance C3 and the resistance R3 and FF stay nearly constant (Fig. 24). It should be noted that Isc is
decreasing with the evolution of the EL image to complete dark cell areas where the EL emission
is limited to only near the cell interconnect ribbon. From these results it is assumed that an addition of a forward-directional diode and/or increased resistivity occurred at the Ag pillars. It has
been understood that the current path between emitter and silver finger consisted
of two routes (direct contact via Ag pillars and electron tunnelling via nano-Ag colloids dispersed in glass layer [146], [147]). Therefore, it is assumed that the FF reduction during Phase I is
induced by dissolution of glass layer-contained nano-Ag particles. In Phase II, the decrease of Isc
and the change in blocking characteristics in reverse bias as shown in Fig. 29 suggest that the electric properties in the contact of the Ag pillars are changed, although the precise mechanisms have
not been elucidated. Indeed, the gaps formed by the dissolution of Pb-containing glass layer are
clearly confirmed in Fig. 30.

Fig. 29: Evolution of I-V-curve in PV cell
exposed to HAc vapour at 85˚C/80% rh.
The cell starts to lose its diode blocking
characteristic in reverse bias after 24 h.

Fig. 30: Upper images: SEM images of cross sectional view a
front silver paste/silicon interface. Lower images: Overlay of
secondary electron microscope (SEM) and electron probe micro analysis (EPMA) images of the same sections. In the left
side images of a control sample, on the right samples exposed
to HAc vapour for 48h at 85°C are shown.The colour levels
(ppm) indicate the concentration of Pb observed with EPMA.
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A similar progression in phases of the IV and AC impedance parameters with those obtained in PV
cells subjected to HAc vapour are observed in the laminated PV cell encapsulated in a conventional module architecture, see Fig. 31. The ingress of moisture onto the PV cell within the PV
module progresses from the periphery to the central area on a PV cell in a constant humidity
damp heat test [148]. The degradation caused by the diffused moisture is observed around the
peripheral area of the PV cell at first, and it is subsequently induced at the central region under
the damp heat condition [84], [143]. Because of lateral non-uniform degradation phases occurring
even in a one cell module, the electrical signal from each region with different degradation phases
may combine and lose their own characteristic feature(s) such as the development of R3 and C3,
when the signal is obtained from a whole PV cell signal. However, the phase transition of every
signal on a PV cell (within a PV module subjected to damp heat testing) can be actually detected.
Therefore, it is indicated that the degradation process identified on a bare PV cell exposed to HAc
vapour, which seems to be spatial-isotropically degraded, is able to be captured as an “aging signature” even in a PV cell laminated in PV module, which seems to be spatial-anisotropically degraded under the damp heat stress.

Fig. 31: IV-curve and AC impedance parameter of a PV mini-module as function of the damp heat stress
duration.

The activation energies for FF-reduction and FF-associated power-loss estimated in this study
(0.41 eV) are lower than those calculated from whole power-loss in PV modules subjected to
damp heat stress (0.49 eV and 0.51 eV in [149] and [150], respectively). In contrast, that for Iscreduction or Isc-related power-loss determined above (0.54 eV - 0.70 eV in Fig. 25) is larger than
the activation energies observed in PV modules. Because power-loss in PV modules consists of FFand Isc-associated power-loss, it is assumed that the activation energy for power-loss in PV mod48

ules is a complex function of those for FF- and Isc-associated power-loss. Therefore, it is suggested
that the degradation in PV cells exposed to HAc vapour has a similar failure mode with that in PV
modules under damp heat stress conditions, since the averaged activation energy (0.52 eV) for FFand Isc-associated power-losses in PV cells exposed HAc vapour is very similar to that for whole
power-loss in PV modules during damp heat stress test.
The acceleration factor between power-losses observed in PV cells exposed to HAc vapour at 85˚C
(Fig. 24) and in PV module under damp-heat stress conditions (Fig. 31) is roughly estimated 100.
And, the acceleration factor between power-losses in damp heat conditions and in tropical climate conditions has been estimated to be 23 [149], [151]. From these estimations, ca. 2300 times
acceleration is induced by the direct exposure of PV cell to HAc vapour as compared to outdoor
exposure of a PV module installed in tropical climate conditions. However, there are some problems for simple application of this acceleration factor for a lifetime prediction method under outdoor climate conditions, as follows; 1) the amount of liberated acetic-acid within PV modules is
strongly affected by the details of moisture ingress and elimination through the backsheet and
edge seal (if present). Although the time required for the moisture to reach the centre of the PV
cell front side in a PV module is about 2000 - 3000 h even under damp heat stress condition [152],
[153]. This time is not considered in the direct exposure of PV cell to HAc vapour. 2) In addition,
the generated HAc is not uniformly distributed in the PV module, since its amount in each region
within PV module depends on the concentration of moisture in each respective portion [154],
[155]. Therefore, the anisotropic degradation observed within the PV cell area of a PV module
under damp heat condition and in the field is not reflected in the exposure of PV cell to HAc vapour. 3) The combined effects of temperature and humidity on the hygrothermal degradation of
PV modules have not yet been completely resolved. It has not been elucidated whether the time
to failure of PV modules under hygrothermal conditions are determined by the exponential corrosion model or the power law model [149], [151], [156]. Since this “aging signature” detected in PV
modules in an accelerated test would be easily identified also in PV modules exposed outdoor
over the long-term, the signature will be available as an index to estimate their degradation level/phase induced in the installed environment. Especially, it is assumed that the parameters specified from the AC impedance spectrum will be valid since these parameters are not convoluted
with other mechanisms caused by light-irradiation in PV cells (e.g., discolouration of the encapsulant).

2.3.6 Influence of dust soiling on PV power
Soiling of PV modules is not a typical module failure mode such as cell cracking or delamination,
since it does not negatively impact the long-term reliability of PV systems, but instead it is a usually reversible effect, which can be mostly removed by cleaning. Soiling of PV modules can have
various origins such as algae growth on the module surface, air pollution or dust accumulation
(dust soiling). In a sense also snow load on PV modules can be regarded as soiling. All these effects cause PV power losses due to reduced optical transmittance, which accumulate to energy
yield losses in a certain time period. These energy losses can be quite significant [157], [158], in
the order of 5 – 20% over the course of one year, depending on the location of the PV module and
is known to be dependent on the angle of incidence [159].
With regard to modelling of PV energy yield losses caused by dust soiling the following factors
must be considered:
•

Dust accumulation rate: It is a site specific parameter and depends on the local climate
(i.e. seasonal variation of dust density, frequency of rainfall), the nature of topography or
surrounding vegetation and the mounting conditions of PV modules (i.e. inclination,
height above ground). Dust soiling is always the balance of dust accumulation and dust
removal. Cementation of dust at the module surface can occur for periodical wetting (dew
formation) and drying-out cycles.
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•

•

Adhesive effects at the module surface will impact the soiling rate. Adhesion is influenced
by the surface structure of the module (coating, roughness) and the chemical and physical
properties of dust particles.
Long-term operation will lead to abrasion effects at the glass surface, which normally will
reduce optical transmittance and PV module output power. Abrasion can be either caused
by sand storm (environmental abrasion, sand blast) or damage from periodical cleaning,
which will be required for economic operation in desert climate.

An overview of latest results and ongoing research on dust soiling and dust mitigation was reported in a workshop on soiling effect of PV modules [160]. A discussion on the background of international collaboration on dust soiling also must mention the activities of the “PV Quality Assurance Task Force (PVQAT)”, where task group 12 is working on the various aspects of soiling and
dust [161]. Finally, a comprehensive literature collection on dust and soiling is given in [162].
Fig. 32 illustrates the various factors, which impact dust soiling of PV modules. The photo also
shows that specific Operation & Maintenance (O&M) measures, such as periodic cleaning, will be
required to ensure economic operation of PV power plants in desert regions.

Fig. 32: Factors influencing dust soiling of PV modules in desert regions: 1 Climatic impact, ambient dust
concentration, 2 Glazing characteristics, adhesion effects, non-uniform soiling, 3-Installation conditions, 4Surrounding environment, dust particle characteristics. Photo: TÜV Rheinland Group

A commonly used experimental method to monitor site specific dust soiling is the use of two irradiance sensors (encapsulated calibrated crystalline silicon cells), of which one is cleaned daily and
the other is naturally soiled. The transmittance loss due to dust accumulation is given by the ratio
of daily sums of solar irradiation, measured by both sensors (soiled/cleaned). This ratio is defined
as Daily Soiling Loss Factor (DSLF). As an example, Fig. 33 shows the time evolution of DSLF for a
location in Arizona, which is measured for a patterned (micro-structured) front glass without anti50

reflective coating. The two years monitoring data reveal that optical transmission loss caused by
dust soiling can be subject to a large variation. The ratio of annual sum of solar irradiances, measured with soiled and clean sensor, defines the Annual Soiling Loss Factor (ASLF). The resulting
annual transmission loss is given by (ASLF - 1) x 100%. Due to higher frequency of rainfall, the
annual transmission loss was -1.2% in 2015 compared to -3.6% in 2014 [163]. It must be noted
that these results only give an indication of local soiling loads, but cannot be directly transferred
to yield estimation of PV modules or PV power plants. Dust soiling effects on module and systems
scale depend on a number of additional factors such as edge effects caused by the module frame
(non-uniform dust accumulation). Furthermore, the surface structure of the front glass and potential coatings may result in different DSLF values [164].

Fig. 33: Time evolution of Daily Soiling Loss Factor
(DSLF) at a location in Arizona desert.

Fig. 34: Dust soiling characteristic of a location in
Saudi Arabia.

The impact of dust soiling at different locations can be compared by means of the dust soiling
characteristic, which is represented by the frequency distribution of the daily percent change
DSLF (PC_DSLF) and can be positive or negative depending on whether the dust accumulation or
dust removal effect is larger. As an example Fig. 34 shows the characteristic for a test location in
Saudi Arabia. The distribution curve is typically bell-shaped and can be divided in the sections
explained in Tab. 2.
Tab. 2: Sections of the dust distribution as shown in Fig. 34.
Section PC DSLF [%] Explanation
I

< -2.5

Heavy dust accumulation, sand storm impact

II

[-2.5 .. 0[

Typical dust accumulation

III

[0 .. 0.75[

Dust removal by wind or other effects

IV

> 0.75

Dust removal by rain or cleaning

In this example, the great majority of days in the year (>95%) falls in section II and section III,
which can be referred to as the definition of a cleaning cycle. In this range the average value of
PC_DSLF is -0.47%, which means approx. -3.3% accumulated dust soiling per week. If weekly
cleaning is applied, the average annual transmission loss is -1.4%, which means approx. +2% increase of energy yield, if uniform soiling across the PV array is assumed. Furthermore, the diagram shows SLF changes due to sand storms. In this example -8% worst case DSLF change is observed.
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Keeping soiling loss in desert regions below 2% may require weekly cleaning of the entire array.
Nowadays, the majority of PV power plants in deserts are manually cleaned as shown in Fig.
35However, this means a high cost factor, especially if transport of water is required. Manual wet
cleaning is effective, but personnel must take reasonable care in case of thin-film modules not to
cause hot-spot damage due to partial shading.

Fig. 35: Manual cleaning of a PV array. Photo: TÜV Rheinland Group

Automatic cleaning devices offer a number of advantages: Dry cleaning with brushes can be flexibly applied and variations in the cleaning process are under better control. Today, various types of
cleaning devices are commercially available. Systems connected to guide rails using a rotating
brush/air pressure or cleaning robots, which autonomously can move across the array. But, largescale application has still not been realized. An obstacle may be that harmonized standards for
product qualification are missing, which describe the mechanical reliability, the abrasive impact
on glass, and the cleaning efficiency.
Some PV glass manufacturers offer glass types with anti-soiling coatings. These can be divided in
hydrophobic types (droplet of water forms a spherical shape) and hydrophilic types (droplet
spreads and is wetting a large area). The effectiveness of anti-soiling coatings is a subject of current research. General findings are published in [165]. The anti-soiling coatings showed a tendency for easier cleaning. After cleaning the transmittance values recovered almost to their initial
values, even after the harsh dew soiling test.
Regarding module failures caused by dust soiling, the predominant failure mode is abrasion of the
module surface, which can be either caused by natural weathering (sand blasting) or frequent
cleaning. Abrasion of the PV glass surface is not a type of defect which would normally will affect
the reliability of PV power plants or lead to safety risks, but it will cause performance losses due
to deterioration of optical transmittance. Depending on the installation conditions and the frequency of sandstorms, abrasion effects can also occur on the rear side of the PV module. For polymeric backsheets weathering effects are more pronounced compared to PV glass, which might
result in safety and reliability risks. For quantifying abrasion effects the short-circuit current of a
PV module, which is correlated with the optical transmittance, is a suitable parameter. It is measured in +/-85° Angle of Incidence (AoI) range as described in the standard IEC 61853-2 [166]. As an
example Fig. 36 illustrates the change of the angular characteristics of solar glass during a blowing
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sand test according to MIL-STD-810G. After 120 minutes of exposure the entire AR coating was
abraded. The data also reveal that transmittance loss at normal incidence can be partially compensated by better angular response for large AoI.

Fig. 36: Change of the angular characteristic of a PV module with AR coated glass caused by blowing sand
test in accordance with MIL-STD-810G.

A commonly used test requirement for PV module qualification testing is that maximum power
deterioration shall not exceed -5% [167]. This requirement shall also apply for PV modules to be
qualified for desert regions. So far, results from laboratory testing show no evidence that longterm abrasion of a glass surface will lead to a higher than -5% performance loss.
Abrasion of the module surface can be analysed by accelerated testing in the laboratory. The current standard test, IEC 60068-2-68, MIL-STD-810G, DEF-STAN 00-35 EN 1096-2, ASTM D 986-05,
offer a wide range of test conditions (Sample orientation, particle size, sand concentration, exposition area) and test severities (air velocity, test duration, temperature). Because of that, the
comparability of test results between test laboratories is currently not given. This makes harmonization of testing an urgent topic so that benchmarking of various products will be possible.
For automatic cleaning devices we face the same situation that harmonized procedures for product qualification testing are not available. Today, several research groups are working on that
topic [160]. These procedures consist of alternating cycles of artificial soiling and cleaning.

2.3.7 Influence of biological soiling on PV power
While soiling on PV module is often considered in terms of dust or soil containing silicates, carbonates and various oxides [168], there is also a large portion of materials that are biological in
origin contained within the soiling material. Biological components including sub-aerial biofilms
[157], bird droppings [159], fallen leaves, resin from trees, pollen, and the growth of moss [169]
or lichens can all contribute to the total soiling. The contribution of organic matter to the total
soiling has been measured to be in the order of 42% after a 6 month period and 58% after an 18
month period in a tropical environment [157]. The biological components are one contribution to
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the larger soiling effect and in most instances would be measured as part of the total soiling. As
such, the degree of biological soiling can be measured using similar methodologies.
A major contribution to biological soiling of PV modules is from sub-aerial biofilms. These are microbial communities that can grow on the surface of the PV module, at the interface between the
front sheet cover glass and the atmosphere [170]. Biofilms formed on solar collectors, including
flat plate PV modules, can reduce the portion of light that is transmitted through the cover glass
by absorption and scattering. Studies have shown that sub-aerial biofilms can block up to 70% of
transmission and scatter radiation between 250 nm and 1800 nm [170]. This is largely in the
wavelength range where PV modules operate.
While organic matter is only one portion of the total soiling, it can be particularly detrimental to
the performance of a PV module. One reason for this is that many of the components (algae, fungi, heterotrophic and cyanobacteria) forming sub-aerial biofilms containing photosynthetic pigments and will block or absorb portions of the visible spectrum [170]. For example, a species of
microalgae, Chlorella sp., is a type of green algae and has been found in the sub-aerial biofilms
grown on PV modules in a tropical climate [157]. Microalgae contain a number of pigments and
chlorophylls which absorb strongly in the visible spectrum. The absorption and scattering coefficients [171] and cross sections [172] of one example of a green alga, Chlamydomonas Reinhardtii,
is shown in Fig. 37. A biofilm comprising of this, or similar, microalgae could block a large portion
of the light incident upon the PV module in the range where the PV module is most efficient. Under outdoor growth conditions with appropriate nutrients and salinity, microalgae such as Chlorella can double in biomass in one to two days [173]. While this growth rate is not likely on the
glass surface of a PV module, it is worth noting these microorganisms can grow rapidly under the
right conditions.

Fig. 37: a) The absorption and scattering cross section of C. Reinhardtii [172] and b) the absorption and scattering coefficients of C. Reinhardtii with a cell density of 0.0898 kgm-3 [171].

Due to their absorption spectra, sub-aerial biofilms can be a major contributor to soiling, particularly as they are not easily removed by rainfall in self-cleaning events. It has been shown that rainfall is effective at cleaning larger loose particles, including pollen of approximately 60 µm in size,
from PV modules [169]. However, smaller particles tend to have a larger influence on the performance of PV modules than larger particles [174]. These smaller dust particles in the range of 2–
10 µm, are not cleaned as effectively by the same rainfall [169]. Microbial films and biological cells
are of a size that would be classified as ‘finer particles”. As such they are very effective at absorbing and scattering light, and they tend not to be removed by rainfall events [157]. Sharakawa et al.
noted a range of colonizers on the surface of PV modules. These were dominated by fungi
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throughout the 18 months of measurement. However, the proportion of Chlorella and Ulothrix in
the biomass increased throughout the study. The range of microorganisms showed a wide diversity initially, but tended to reduce in diversity over time as those microorganisms could better
adapt to the environment.
Sub-aerial biofilms can also contribute to overall soiling in other ways. They can provide a surface
for further dust to adhere to, exacerbating the module soiling level. This can lead to the growth of
plants of a larger scale including moss and lichen. Sub-aerial biofilms also pit and etch glass, which
can directly reduce transmittance of solar irradiance to the module [170]. As a result of their large
contribution to soiling and the promotion of further soiling, some studies indicate an anti-fungal
agent should be included in the cleaning regime for PV modules [157].
The effect of this additional absorption and scattering by sub-aerial biofilms can be modelled as
additional terms in the equations relating to short circuit current as outlined in subsection 2.3.1 in
Eq. ( 3 ):
∞

𝐽𝑆𝑆 = 𝑞 ∫0 𝐼(𝜆)(1 − 𝑅(𝜆) − 𝐴(𝜆) − 𝐴𝐵 (𝜆) − 𝑆𝐵 (𝜆))𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝜆)𝑑 .

( 25 )

𝜅𝜆 = 𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑎,𝜆 𝑁𝑇 ,

( 26 )

Where AB()is the absorption by the sub-aerial biofilms present on the surface of the PV module
and SB() is the scattering of light from the surface of these films. The absorption (κλ) and scattering
(σs,λ) coefficients of a range of green algae, including Chlorella sp. can be calculated from experimental measurements of the average absorption and scattering cross sections of different microalgae [172]:

𝜎𝑠,𝜆 = 𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝜆 𝑁𝑇 ,

( 27 )

Where Cabs,λ and Csca,λ are the experimentally measured values of average absorption and average
scattering cross sections of microalgae in suspension (m2) [Lee2013]. NT is the cell density, or total
number of cells per m3 of solution.
Biofilm formation is likely to occur in areas with high humidity [Sayyah2014], that is, regions with
a tropical climate. For example, Sào Paulo [Shirakawa2015] has conditions with significant variation in day and night time temperature, allowing condensation to form on the modules. This condensation acts as a source of water and can promote the growth of significant biofilms [Shirakawa2015]. The diversity of microbial life on PV modules has also been investigated in the Mediterranean environments (Valencia, Spain) where a wide range of heat and radiation adapted species
were found on the solar modules [Darwish2015]. While this study did not comment on the effect
on the PV module performance it is clear that microbial communities are abundant on PV modules.
Larger scale biological effects can also contribute significantly to PV module soiling. Resin particles
from pine trees can stick to the module surface and trap larger dust particles [169] and the sap
from gum trees is known to be a problem [175]. The other main contributor on PV soiling is from
bird droppings. Bird droppings (Fig. 38) can have a much higher impact on performance than soiling due to dust and other biological based soiling [176]. Bird droppings are fairly opaque and can
entirely block transmission of light to the PV module. Additionally, the affected sections of the
module remain shaded until they are manually cleaned [174]. These are not easily washed away
by rainfall [177] and as such, performance losses due to bird droppings are not fully restored after
rainfall events [159].
In severe cases, the occurrence of bird droppings can cause hot spots where the affected cell acts
as a load for the remainder of the string [174]. The presence of bird droppings, or other larger
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biological soiling such as moss (Fig. 38) and lichens produce uneven coverage of soiling [177] and
this acts as localized shading on the module. As such, the impact can be modelled in a similar way
to a partially shaded PV module.

Fig. 38: Example of bird droppings (left) and moss (right) on a PV module.

Manmade structures such as solar arrays can provide good nesting sites for birds. For example,
birds have been known to nest behind the heliostats in large solar thermal systems [178]. These
problems tend to occur near populations of birds and include urban areas [174]. However, this
type of biological soiling tends to have a higher impact on remote area power supplies or
standalone PV systems, particularly offshore systems, where cleaning is impractical [179]. Lamont
and El Chaar (2011) commented that birds tend to nest or rest on offshore platforms, leaving behind droppings and nests which can detrimentally affect PV performance.
In summary, biological soiling is one component of the total soiling affecting a PV module. However, it can be particularly detrimental due to the optical absorption characteristics and the particle size. The contribution and growth of biological soiling is very location and climate dependent,
but can largely be modelled as part of the contribution to general soiling and dust formation.
Measurements have shown that the decrease in transmittance to the solar cell as a result of the
soiling is approximately the same as the reduction in power output from the cell [169]. As such,
this can be modelled by reducing the initial current jsc of the current source in the cell. Very dense
soiling, such as large clusters of bird droppings, can be also be modelled as a reduction in current.
In addition, the uneven shading may cause some further issues. This can be modelled as a PV
module under non-uniform irradiance.
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3

Database on Module Failure Modes and their
Impact on the PV Module Power

We designed a survey format to collect failure data of PV systems for various climate zones. The
goal of the survey is to evaluate the possible different impacts of the failures for Köppen-Geiger
climate zones [180] and give recommendations for test methods depending on the climate
zone.
In Chapter 3.1 existing surveys on PV system or PV components are reviewed. Chapter 3.2 introduces the survey format used in this publication. The analysis of the survey is presented in chapter 3.3.

3.1 Review of other field failure databases
With the rapidly expanding number and size of PV systems [181] being produced and installed in
the field, it is becoming increasingly important to develop an understanding of their reliability and
performance. As such, it is essential that we quantify the types, locations and frequency of failures in PV systems installed in the field. This will ensure information on the reliability and occurrence of faults is available to advise the industry and consumers on best practices in the choice of
system components, manufacture, and maintenance of PV systems.
Globally, there has been much data collected on the conditions of PV systems and modules after
they have been deployed in the field for a number of years. Yet, these surveys or studies are often
conducted on isolated systems and generate relatively small datasets. To establish good statistics
on the occurrence of field failures of PV modules it is essential to produce large datasets. These
datasets must also include a variety of technologies from different manufacturers and climatic
zones. Including this range of data will allow links between technologies, locations and failure
modes to be determined. An example of this correlation is the tendency for PV modules installed
in regions with relatively high ambient temperatures and dry climates to show more severe yellowing of the encapsulant than in other locations [182].
The data so far collected can only account for a small fraction of the total number of systems installed. This drives the need for a survey which can collect comprehensive data that samples a
significant portion of number of installed PV systems globally. Although such a survey does currently not exist, there has been a number of smaller scale surveys that have been conducted. This
review aims to show the types of PV system surveys that have been conducted to date and the
type of data they collect. This information has been used for the development of the PV Failure
Database described in 3.2. Therefore, the database will allow using a great number of results from
primary surveys.
The studies that have been published and are publically accessible can be classified into three
main sub groups. Group 1 are surveys where the data acquisition is done by experts, group 2 are
surveys where the data acquisition is done through voluntarily reporting by people which are
partly non experts and group 3 pertains to long-term outdoor measurements. There are variations
and exceptions to these main groups such as case studies of individual locations and small arrays
[183]. Each of these three main variants is discussed in more detail below, with key differences
and advantages highlighted. Each type tends to be identifiable in part by the equipment and
methodologies used for data collection. However, there are some overall trends that become
apparent, such as the increased usage of a formalized visual inspection sheet or module condition
report that originated from NREL [184] and TASK13 in the report “Review of Failures of Photovoltaic Modules” [1].
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3.1.1 Expert data acquisition
This group of studies is performed by researchers or industry groups, experts in the field, going to
the sites and collecting data or conducting surveys. The data that is collected may include a variant of visual inspection [182], [184]–[187] which in some cases is a variation of the visual inspection sheet produced by NREL [184]. This visual inspection is then often backed up by more technical approaches such as IV tests and infrared imaging [188], [189]. The specific equipment used
by the researchers varies from study to study with the availability of different measurement
equipment.
The All India Survey of Photovoltaic module degradation conducted in 2013 [182] is a good example of this category of study. In this study researchers went into the field and surveyed the condition of PV modules. Measurements of the electrical parameters of the PV modules were coupled
with a visual inspection derived from the NREL visual inspection sheet. The All India Survey observed socio-economic factors as well as correlated the faults and data with the different climatic
zones covered by the survey. They found that discoloured modules tended to correlate with hot
and dry climates, while corrosion was most common in hot and humid zones.
This type of of study can be effective as they can be conducted on the same system over a number of years to give a chronological progression of field failures and faults. The PVRessQ! field
survey of PV system failures [188] collected many data points from AIST which show a steady increase in the number of failed modules (of the 1080 installed). The data in this survey included
visual identification of faults as well as IR and IV-measurements.
Many smaller scale case studies and inspections of PV modules in the field also fall into this category and include studies from Africa [190], Asia [191], Kenya [185] and Australia [183]. Some studies focus on the PV module in great detail [192] while other studies are more focused on the performance of the PV system and record less details on faults within the PV module [193].
The core advantage of this type of survey or study is that they tend to be delivered and implemented by experts in the field with access to the appropriate equipment for electrical and optical
measurements. This produces a high quality peer-reviewed dataset. However, although large data
sets exist [188], the number of PV systems covered in these studies is generally smaller than other
types of studies. These are likely costly to implement due to the time required to take detailed
measurements and the costs of the measurement equipment.

3.1.2 Voluntary reporting
Surveys and studies that fall into this category are conducted by the owner/operator, installer,
regulator, end user of the PV system or industry groups and the data is reported back to a central
agent. This is typified by the person(s) involved with the PV system voluntarily reporting data. The
data that is collected tends to centre around visual inspection of the modules and system components [194], but may also include infrared measurements or IV tests in some situations [195],
[196]. In this type of survey the type of system or module fault can be collected and may be verified by photographic evidence in some cases. The results of only a relatively small number of this
type of survey or study are publically available.
Examples of this type of study include the 1000 roofs program in Germany where data was selfreported by end users. The studies collected data on the type of system fault (inverter and PV
module) as well as the occurrence of the faults over a number of years [196]. They found that the
PV module (referred to in their study as “solar generator”) was responsible for a proportionately
larger number of reported faults than the inverter and other system defects [196].
Other surveys are targeted at a broader customer base, such as the consumer survey in Australia
conducted by a consumer advocate group. This survey has 700 respondent advocates and captured data on system information, brands, reliability, and costs. The results of this survey indicate
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that 25% of the owners had problems with their system, 12% of which were problems with the
inverter [197]. This survey provides limited technical detail, but does provide a good snapshot of
the overall reliability of PV systems in Australia. Another study conducted in Australia is targeted
specifically at the faults occurring within the PV systems. The PV Fault Reporting Portal (PVFRP) is
a web based system open to owners, operators, installers, and inspectors [194]. This portal allows
respondents to self-report information on which part of a PV system has failed and relies primarily
on visual inspection by the end user of the PV system.
The major advantage of these self-reported data sets is that they can potentially reach a very
large audience if widely publicized. This allows a significant amount of data to be collected from a
broad geographic region by a crowd-sourced or citizen-science approach. However, the data require further validation because the people collecting the data are not experts in the field. For
example, interpretation of "severe or minor discolouration" in a module is a fairly subjective term.
This can be mitigated by appropriate instructions in the survey.

3.1.3 Long-term outdoor measurements
The third group of field fault studies is conducted by a researcher driven project on a relatively
small-scale system in long-term outdoor test areas [122], [198]. These tend to be very technical
and detailed studies where researchers inspect PV modules and record measurements including
IV curves, infrared images, spectral response of the module, optical microscopy, and scanning
electron microscopy. These are often accompanied by a detailed visual inspection.
The core advantage of these studies is that they provide extremely detailed technical data of high
quality. However, they are generally examining small systems or dataset of specific case studies
and the scope of these projects can be limited. These provide great technical detail, but are not
collecting information on the frequency of occurrence of field failures on a larger scale.

3.1.4 General trends from the data that has been published
A meta-analysis of the data collected in the surveys and studies described above shows the categories of information that have been collected. Although not an exhaustive survey of all case studies on PV systems, this does highlight likely questions and areas of focus for the new survey.
Tab. 3: Proportion of studies that have collected varieties of general PV system information. Percentages indicate the proportion of the studies identified that collected this information, i.e. 100%
indicates all identified studies included this information.
Group

Manufacturers
(brands)

System size
module rating

or Costs

Performance
degradation

Expert data
acquisition

67%

92%

58%

58%

Voluntary
reporting

67%

100%

33%

100%

Long-term
outdoor studies

67%

67%

-

67%

Total

67%

89%

42%

63%

As seen in Tab. 3, the three groups of studies all tend to collect similar information in regards to
system configuration, manufacturers of the components and the overall degradation of the per59

formance of the system. Many datasets are less concerned with the capital costs associated with
the system as they vary widely and have dropped dramatically over the last decade [181]. As such,
information on costs rapidly becomes out of date. Information that is worth including in the future surveys are the manufacturer, the nominal system power and a focus on the overall degradation of the system.
Tab. 4: Proportion of studies that have collected information on faults in the components of PV
systems. Percentages indicate the proportion of the studies identified that collected this information, i.e. 100% indicates all identified studies included this information.
Group

Data Acquisition Inverter Junction Box
PV
Other
AC
System
Module
Disconnects

Expert Data
Acquisition

8%

33%

42%

83%

42%

8%

Voluntary
Reporting

-

100%

67%

67%

100%

-

Long Term
Outdoor Studies

-

33%

-

100%

-

-

Total

5%

42%

37%

84%

42%

5%

Tab. 5: Proportion of studies that have collected data on specifics of PV modules and the methodology used. Percentages indicate the proportion of the studies identified that collected this information, i.e. 100% indicates all identified studies included this information.
Group

Module
Visual
Certification Inspection

Visual Inspection
derived from
NREL/TASK13

Expert Data
Acquisition

25%

75%

25%

Voluntary
Reporting

33%

67%

Long Term
Outdoor Studies

-

Total

21%

IV
Test

IR
Record

Details on
Types of
Fault

50%

42%

50%

33%

-

33%

67%

100%

-

100%

100%

100%

79%

21%

53%

47%

63%

The meta-data analysis on which components are containing faults in Tab. 4 indicate that many
surveys focus on the PV module itself with slightly lower occurrences of data collected on the
balance of systems. Interestingly there are few studies on the reliability of the associated data
acquisition systems, which are important for long-term reliability measurements on PV systems.
These are likely to develop faults, particularly in respect to sensor boxes, over long periods of
time. From Tab. 5 it is apparent that the majority of the studies include a variation of a visual inspection, with many more recent studies using visual inspection sheets derived from
NREL/TASK13 [184][1]. More studies use a visual inspection rather than an IR or IV test which
makes sense as it is the test that requires the least equipment costs to implement. It is recom60

mended that future surveys also focus on visual inspection so as to ensure as wide a user base as
possible can complete and return information on PV field failures.
There have been many studies conducted on faults in PV systems, and these can be placed into
three main types. Each of these types of surveys has its own advantages that are worthwhile incorporating into a new field failure database. The technical details from accelerated lifetime testing and long-term outdoor measurements provide a solid understanding of the mechanisms of PV
faults. This information is routinely published in high quality scientific publications and is worth
integrating into a larger database. To reach as wide an audience as possible the data collection
and reporting should be driven by the end users rather than researchers and experts being dispatched to the site. This allows data to be collected on numerous systems and from a range of
climate zones and locations, potentially as part of normal reporting in PV maintenance work or
system monitoring. Data entry into the database (or survey form) must be straightforward so that
data entry is not an onerous task. However, there also needs to be sufficient detail in the survey
and database so that the fault and its significance can be identified. The collection and processing
of this information from a large number of PV systems will be able to advise industry and consumers on best practice in the choice of system components, manufacture, and maintenance of
PV systems.

3.2 Description of the PV system failure survey
We designed a survey format to collect failure data of PV systems for various climate zones. The
goal of this survey is to evaluate the possible different impacts of the failures across various climate zones and give recommendations for test methods depending on the climate zone. For this
work we use the climate groups defined by Peel based on Köppen and Geiger (KG) A Tropical, B
Arid, C Temperate, D Cold (continental), and E Polar for classification of climatic zones. We rename and regroup the zones to Hot and Humid (A), Hot and Dry (B), Moderate (C), and Cold and
snow (D&E) [180].
The survey is implemented in a Microsoft Excel 2010 spreadsheet. The format of the survey is
shown in Fig. 39. The survey and an description of the survey can be downloaded from the IEA
PVPS internet home page [199], [200]. The list of possible choices is given in Tab. 6. The survey is
segmented into three sections. In the first section “PV system basics” basic data of the PV system
is collected. In the second section one must specify the amount of the above specified system one
has inspected. The third section allows specifying for each part of the total system to give a detailed analysis of the found failures and the therewith related power loss and safety issues.
The survey is designed to collect data from PV experts, scientific publication, system owner, installer, manufacturer, and internet surveys. By noting the source in the survey, the quality level of
each dataset is recorded. This allows the survey to access a greater pool of data.
The climatic zone, way of data collection, the module type, and other things are collected in the
database. However, to get results out of the database the categorization must be as robust as
possible.
To fill in new data into the survey sheet one has to load the survey sheet into the excel program
and choose the worksheet “PV_system_survey”. Scroll to the upper left corner of the worksheet if
the cursor is not already there. Click the button “New form” to generate a new input mask. A new
mask appears, and the focus automatically jumps to the new mask with a name
“PV_system_survey (X)” where X stands for a number. Now one can start to input the data. To
delete a table one can press the button “Delete form” then the current visible table will be deleted. To duplicate a table, e.g. the next input is very similar to the one which is already in the database, navigate to the table to be copied, and click on “Copy form”. This generates a new mask
with the exact same data. Herein one can edit the form as necessary.
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Fig. 39: The survey is implemented in a Microsoft Excel worksheet. For each PV system five separate failure
specifications are available. For most of the input fields a preselection is available. The list of possible preselection is given in Tab. 6.

The System ID is a category that enables the contributor to identify the source of its own data
input and avoids repeated input of the same data. The System ID should de-identify the contributor and not enable other people to identify the source of the data. Furthermore, the System ID
can be used to address questions from the TASK13 team to the contributor of the data set. The
system ID will be exchanged in the public version of the database with an arbitrary number. If the
current input is extracted from a scientific publication the System ID has to be used to fill in the
reference of the paper in the IEEE format style. The source of the data must be specified in the
category Source of data.
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Tab. 6: List of possible preselection of the survey shown in Fig. 39.

Source of data:

System owner; Installer; Expert; Manufacturer; Scientific publication; Internet
survey; Other; Unknown

Country:

List of all 206 sovereign states

Climate zone:

Hot and humid (A-climate); Hot and dry (B-climate); Moderate (C-climate);
Cold and snow (D&E-climate); Other; Unknown

Special stress:

Island, coastal region (10 km); Agricultural environment; Other; Unknown

Kind of system:

Free standing commercial; Roof top commercial; Facade/roof integrated
commercial; Free standing test system; Roof top test system; Facade/roof integrated test system; Tracked system commercial; Tracked test system; Other;
Unknown

Grounding of
subst. of mod.
frames/cond.:

Non/non; Grounded/non; Grounded/conductor +; Grounded/conductor -;
Non/conductor +; Non/conductor -; Other; Unknown

Orientation:
Inclination:

-90° (east); -67,5° (east-southeast); -45° (southeast); -22,5° (south-southeast);
0 (south); 22,5° (south-southwest); 45° (south-west); 67,5° (west-southwest);
90° (west); 112,5° (west-northwest); 135° (northwest); 157,5° (northnorthwest); 180° (north); -157,5 (north-northeast); -135 (northeast); -112,5
(east-northeast); East/west; Tracked; Other; Unknown
90 (horizontal); 80; 70; 60; 50; 40; 30; 20; 10; 0 (zenith); Other; Unknown

PV module
type:

Monocrystalline Si; Multicrystalline Si; CdTe; CIGS; a-Si; a-Si; Multijunction a-Si;
Organic; Other; Unknown

Inverter
type:

Central inverter with trafo; Central inverter without trafo; String inverter with
trafo; String inverter without trafo; Module inverter; Resistor; Single module
analyser; Other; Unknown

Mounting
syst. type:

Clamps; Rail system at short sides; Rail system at long sides; Backrail; Roof
integrated; Facade integrated; Delta support; Other; Unknown

Other
component:

Power transformer; Main DC cable; Main AC cable; Battery; Optimiser; Other
electric/electronic parts; Other mechanic parts; Other; Unknown

Inverter
failure:

No failure; Complete failure; Partial failure; Interconnect failure; Failure due to
external fire; Failure due to internal fire; Theft/vandalism; Other; Unknown

Module
failure:

No failure; Delamination; Defect backsheet; Defect junction box; Junction box
detached; Frame breakage/bown/defect; Discolouring of pottant; Cell cracks;
Burn marks; Potential induced shunts (often named PID-s); Potential induced
corrosion (often with thin-film modules); Disconnected cell or string interconnect ribbon; Defective bypass diode/wrong dimensioned; Corrosion/abrasion
of AR coating; Glass breakage; Isolation failure; CdTe: back contact degradation; Hail -> glass breakage/cell breakage; Snow load -> deformed
frame/glass- /cell-breakage; Storm -> deformed frame/glass-/cell breakage;
Direct lightning stroke -> defect glass/frame and defect bypass diodes; Animal
-> bite/corrosion/dirt; Biofilm soiling; Dust soiling; Humidity corrosion/silver
finger corrosion; Failure due to external fire; Failure due to internal fire;
Theft/vandalism; Other; Unknown
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Mounting
failure:

No failure; System design failure; Overload of structure; Material failure; Indentation/damage of the roof; Clamp detachment/improperly installed; Failure due to external fire; Failure due to internal fire; Theft/vandalism; Other;
Unknown

Interconnect
failure:

No failure; Connector does not fit (e.g. different manufacture); Connector corroded; Defect combiner box; Defect string fuse; Animal bite/other animal issue; Isolation failure; Wrong interconnection; Failure due to external fire; Failure due to internal fire; Theft/vandalism; Other; Unknown

Power
loss:

No detectable loss; ]0%-3%]; ]3%-10%]; ]10%-20%]; ]20%-30%]; ]30%-40%];
]40%-50%]; ]50%-60%]; ]60%-70%]; ]70%-80%]; ]80%-90%]; ]90%-100%];
]20%-50%]; ]50%-100%]; Other; Unknown

Safety
failure:

No failure; Fire/burn mark failure; Electrical isolation fails; Mechanical failure;
Other; Unknown

In the following subsections we give three examples how to fill in the survey format.

3.2.1 Simple standard roof top system
To input a simple standard roof to system simply go through the fields, and choose from the drop
down lists the input. For a typical roof top system choose in the category Kind of system the item
Rooftop commercial. In the category Orientation choose one system orientation which is closest
to or the mean of the system orientation. There is one special item for west/east oriented systems. Roof top systems with various orientations which differ from each other more than ±22.5°
must be split into two systems. For each orientation a table has to be filled in. The inclination of
the photovoltaic modules must be filled in the category Inclination. Choose the closest inclination
item. For systems with various inclinations of the photovoltaic modules, for each inclination a
table has to be filled in if the inclination angle varies more than ±10°.

3.2.2 Large system with components of various types
For large systems with components of various types, for each part of the system with one equal
set of system components one failure survey should be filled.
If one type of failure causes a variety of power losses the failure should be split up into several
parts. E.g. there are 10% of the total amount of PV modules with PID-s failure. Five percent points
have a power loss of ]3%-10%] 3 percent points ]10%-20%], and two percent points ]20%-30%]. In
this case the PV failure survey should be filled in as shown in Fig. 40. If all of these PID-s modules
have an additional failure the failure may be added as failure 2. However, it is not possible to include various distributions of different failures. Therefore, it is recommended to focus on the failures with the highest impact to the power loss.
If only 1% of the total amount of modules is examined in a large system consider that in the section “Failure specification for X% of the system” the failure specification is relative to the total
nominal power of the system and not relative to the examined part of the system. For example if
from the 1% of examined PV modules 10% have a specific failure then one has to fill in: “Failure
specification for 0.1 % of the system”.
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Fig. 40: Splitting of a PID-s failure distribution into ranges of power loss. Additional failure can be easily
added if they affect all the PID-s affected modules. If the PV-modules or the system has mixed failure modes
one should focus on the most relevant failure concerning the power loss.

3.2.3 Enter only PV modules of a PV system
If someone has just information about of a large number of of PV modules installed in a PV system one can also use the survey sheet to input the data. One must fill in as much fields of the
system basics as possible. However, one must at least fill in the fields System ID, Source of data,
Climate zone, PV module type, Nominal system power, Date of system start, Date of failure documented here and of cause the category PV modules in the section Integral data and the full failure specification for the modules in the section. If one cannot give that input one should not use
the data as input.

3.2.4 Input of special system characteristics
There are a lot special systems which may differ from standard systems. Some of these systems
can be covered by the survey sheet and some not. Tab. 7 shows some special cases and gives suggestions on how to fill the special characteristics into the survey format.
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Tab. 7: Examples to input special system characteristics. Field names of the survey sheet are written in bold letters, choice options are written in italic letters.
Speciality

Choose in
category

Item

Any kind of tracked system

Kind of system

Tracked system commercial or Tracked test system

Orientation

Tracked

Special location near the
cost
(10 km)

Special
stress

Island, coastal region
(10 km)

The system must be very
anonymous

Country

unknown

Visual change, but no
power loss

do not input

-

The PV system is located
in climate zone E, but
there is only a category
Cold and snow (D&Eclimate)

Climate
zone

Cold and snow (D&E-climate)

If I choose in a power loss
column the item ]0%-3%]
the cell gets orange

We decided not to differentiate between climate zone
D and E

The measurement technique is normally not that precise that one can state a power loss of 3% or less. If
one wants to state a power loss of 3% or less a comment has to be added explaining how one assured the
precision of the power loss measurement of 3% or
less.

If somebody chooses in one category the item other he should specify the input in the Comment
field of the correspondent section of the survey. One must fill in the name of the field where one
choose other and add additional information in the following format:
Category: information
If one has multiple categories with the item other in one section one can add multiple comments
into the Comment field by separating them by semicolon, e.g.:
Comment: Kind of system: Modules are integrated into noise protection wall; PV module type:
Bifacial monocrystalline Si
However, the user is encouraged to select one of the existing categories even if they do not fit
exactly. For the former example one could also choose the following:
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Kind of system: Facade/roof integrated commercial
PV module: type monocrystalline Si

3.3 Findings of the PV system failure survey data base
In the following three subsections the composition of the collected data is shown, the methods
for how the data is evaluated, and the results are presented.

3.3.1 Composition of the survey data
In this chapter the composition of the survey data is presented in Fig. 41 to Fig. 45. This allows to
check the representativeness of the dataset relating to the most important PV system characteristics.

Fig. 41: Relative composition of the data sources.

Fig. 42: Composition of the data source in summarized nominal system power.

Fig. 43: Relative composition of the countries within reported data.
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Fig. 44: Relative composition of the climate zones
within reported data.

Fig. 45: Relative composition of the special stress
within the reported data. The turquoise colour
shows the amount of data with no comment in
this section.

Especially for the stress level of the PV systems shown in Fig. 45, it is currently very difficult to
define the stress levels of a site in the world. The only accessible source is the climate zone definition of Peel based on Köppen and Geiger climate zones [180]. For important stress levels like e.g.
typical snow layer thickness, corrosivity of the air or dust impact no worldwide maps or definitions which could be used for the classification of a site are available.
The composition of the kind of PV systems is shown in Fig. 46. Free standing and roof top systems
dominate the database. The module type distribution in the survey shown in Fig. 47 correlates
well with the relative market share of the module types in the market of these technologies in
years 2011-2015 with ~24% for mono, ~66% for multi, and ~10% for thin-film [201].
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Fig. 46: Relative composition of the kind of system
types within reported data.

Fig. 47: Relative composition of the special stress
within the reported data. The turquoise colour
shows the amount of data with no comment in this
section.

3.3.2 Data processing for evaluation
The power loss given by the survey participants has typically an unknown accuracy. Furthermore,
it is unknown which reference value is used for the power loss calculation. In most cases one can
assume that the power loss is calculated relative to the nameplate power rating because the initial value is not known or the nameplate value is the important value for the reporter.
All survey participants have reported a defect in a PV system. Non-defective systems are not reported. To make use of the manufacturer’s warranty only the nameplate power rating of the
modules is relevant. So the reported power losses are based on market accepted methods of determining the power loss of PV modules. In contrast to a more scientific definition of a power loss
relative to the initial module power the reported power loss is a value relevant for financial negotiations.
The survey is not only restricted to PV module failures, also other system defects can be reported.
However, the main part of the reported failures is PV module related. The reported system-based
failures causing a power loss are not statistically significant up to now. Therefore, only modulerelated failures are analysed in this document.
For the time dependence of power degradation several power loss categories have been defined
in the TASK13 IEA-PVPS T13-01:2014 report [1]. Two of these definitions (C,E) are applicable for
statistical evaluation: Category C linear-shaped power loss degradation over time and Category E
Degradation in steps over time.
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If a PV system has a failure, two possible statements are drawn from the survey. Either the power
loss type is of category C type then the measured power loss is converted into a degradation rate,
or the power loss is of category E type and the power loss is given in power loss per installed investigated nominal power. Other categories are not able to be evaluated because of missing time
dependent data. The linear degradation rate is a fairly good approximation for a small number of
PV modules with no or small failures [202]. However, linear degradation often overestimates the
yield loss over time because the degradation rate often increases the worse the PV modules get
[Jordan2016]. Stepwise degradation (category E) over time is a good approximation for sudden
catastrophic failures caused e.g. by a storm or lightning strike. Therefore, we evaluate more or
less linear like degrading failure types by a degradation rate and more sudden catastrophic failures by quotient of power loss per installed investigated nominal power. Tab. 8 shows which failure category is represented by which evaluation scheme. Soiling which neither fits in one of the
category is evaluated with category E, to show the possible impact.
Tab. 8: Degradation types used for the evaluation of the failures.
Cause of power loss

Power loss
category

Delamination, Defect backsheet, Defect junction box, Junction box de- C
tached, Frame breakage/bown/defect, Discolouring of pottant, Cell cracks,
Burn marks, Potential induced shunts (often named PID), Potential induced
corrosion (often with thin-film modules), Disconnected cell or string interconnect ribbon, Defective bypass diode/wrong dimensioned, Corrosion/abrasion
of AR coating, Isolation failure, CdTe: back contact degradation
Glass breakage, Hail -> glass breakage/cell breakage, Snow load -> deformed E
frame/glass- /cell-breakage, Storm -> deformed frame/glass-/cellbreakage, Direct lightning stroke -> defect glass/frame and defect bypass
diodes, Animal -> bite/corrosion/dirt , Biofilm soiling, Dust soiling

Fig. 48 illustrates the definition of various partitions of a PV system being important for the definition of degradation rates of power losses. For each survey dataset i the total installed power Pi is
collected in the database. For the fault analysis of a failure x very often only a part yi of the total
system i is investigated. Furthermore, the failure x affects only a part zi,x of the system. The partitions yi and zi,x are given in percentage of the installed power. These values are the basis of the
degradation rate calculations.
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Fig. 48: Definition of various parts of a PV system with the number i. The nominal system power Pi is given in
kWp. The parts zi,x and yi are given in % of Pi.

The power loss ΔPi,x of a specific module failure x is documented in percent of the affected nominal module power sum. The equation of the degradation rate di,x of a specific module failure type
x of dataset i is given by:

𝑑𝑖,𝑥 = 𝜏

Δ𝑃𝑖,𝑥

𝑏,𝑖 −𝜏𝑎,𝑖

.

( 28 )

The parameter 𝜏b,i is the date of failure documentation of dataset i and 𝜏a,i is the date of system
start of dataset i.
The equation for the degradation rate of the whole system is given by:

𝛿𝑖,𝑥 = 𝑑𝑖,𝑥

𝑧𝑖,𝑥
𝑦𝑖

,

( 29 )

where zi,x is the percentage of the system being affected, and yi is the investigated system part in
percent from the total nominal system power Pi. For the further evaluations it is assumed that the
investigated system part is chosen large enough that the investigation result is representative for
the whole system. In this case 𝛿i,x shows how much the total system is affected by the failure type
x.
We define the mean degradation rates 𝑑̅𝑥 for the PV modules with a failure x as:
∑𝑑
𝑑̅𝑥 = 𝑛 𝑖,𝑥 .
𝑥

( 30 )

The so calculated mean degradation rate is unbiased by the size of the systems in the dataset.
Therefore, small systems have the same impact on the mean module degradation rate for a failure type than large systems.
The mean system degradation rate 𝛿𝑥̅ defined in accordance to Eq. ( 30 ) again unbiased by the
size of the systems in the dataset. These degradation rates allow assessing how a failure x affects
the whole system power:
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𝛿𝑥̅ =

∑ 𝛿𝑖,𝑥
𝑛𝑥

.

( 31 )

Our survey data does not allow checking if the degradation rates of the found failures are constant over time. However, the degradation rates calculated with Eq. ( 30 )-( 31 ) allow comparing
and averaging slowly developing power loss effects.
For sudden power losses caused by a storm, a hailstorm or a lightning strike the calculation of a
degradation rate makes no sense. Therefore, we evaluate what percent of the investigated system power px affected by any power loss after the sudden event:

𝑝𝑖,𝑥 =

𝑧𝑖,𝑥
𝑦𝑖

,

( 32 )

and how much is the power loss relative to the investigated system power:

3.3.3 Results

𝜋𝑖,𝑥 =

Δ𝑃𝑖,𝑥 𝑧𝑖,𝑥
𝑦𝑖

.

( 33 )

Before we evaluate the degradation rates we show the occurrence of failures over the years of
operation in Fig. 49. The upper diagram shows the occurrence of all reported failures, and the
lower graph shows only failures causing a power loss. Each diagram is split into the occurrence of
degrading failures and sudden occurring failures. The occurrence of both failure types accumulates at the first 7 years.
When we focus on special types of failures we see that cell crack failures are mostly reported in
the very early stage of PV system operation from year 1 to year 2. Systems with PID-s failure are
mainly reported during year 3 and year 4. Disconnected cells or strings in the module are reported
after year 4 spread over the whole operation time. Discolouring of pottant is spread over the
years, but power relevant discolouring starts after year 3 with a high accumulation after 18 years
of system operation. Defect bypass diodes are spread over the first 10 years of operation. The
total occurrence of the other failures is too seldom for detailed discussion.
For the current status of collection of failure reports only some mean degradation rates can be
analysed. Results based on less than four reports are not discussed. Therefore, in all figures presenting statistical data the basic population of PV systems is shown as number above the mean
value.
Fig. 50 shows the unweighted degradation rates for the affected part of the PV systems calculated
by Eq. ( 28 ). The highest impact on the performance of PV modules have defective bypass diodes
in the hot and dry climate with 11%/a and in moderate climate with 25%/a. The degradation rate
caused by cell cracks in the cold and snow climate is about 3%/a higher than in the moderate climate and 6%/a higher than in hot and dry climate. The PID-s effect shows a mean degradation
rate of about 15% per year. In the moderate climate it is the most often found failure together
with a high degradation rate. Unfortunately there are not enough PID-s events documented from
other climate zones. The discolouring of encapsulant (pottant) failure is found in the hot and humid, hot, and dry and in the moderate climate as well. In the three climate zones this degradation
mechanism is in the mean below 1%/a. Therefore, this effect is most often not the cause for warranty claims.
How much a failure dominates the total system power can be seen by the unweighted degradation rate of the investigated system part calculated by Eq. ( 29 ) shown in Fig. 51. For the PID-s
effect in the moderate climate the degradation of the investigated system part is reduced by 3/5
compared to the degradation of the affected system part. Therefore, PID-s affects in average
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about 3/5 of a system in the moderate climate zone. For cell cracks the same evaluation shows
that cell cracks affect about 3/5 of the system in the moderate climate zones if they cause a power loss.

Fig. 49: Occurrence distribution of failures over the years of PV system operation. The failure occurrence is
split into degrading failure and sudden occurring failures. The upper graph shows the total failures occurrence of all detected failure. The lower graph shows the occurrence of detected failure which causes a
measurable power loss.
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Fig. 50: Box plot of degradation rates dx of PV module affected by failures x sorted by climatic zones. The
numbers show the quantity of data per failure in the database. The cross shows the mean degradation rate.

Fig. 51: Degradation rates of the investigated PV system part of PV module failure sorted by climatic zones.
The numbers show the quantity of data per failure in the data-base. The cross shows the mean degradation
rate.
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Fig. 52 shows how much of a system is affected by a sudden event calculated by Eq. ( 33 ). As expected, soiling affects almost the whole systems in nearly all cases. There is one event of “Animal
-> bite/corrosion/dirt” where animals also soil all of the modules. The events “lightning strike”,
“storm” and “hail” only cause a power loss on less than 10% of the modules in the system. The
failure “snow load” affects about 20% of the modules in the system.
The power loss of a system caused by a sudden event is calculated by Eq. ( 32 ) and is shown in
Fig. 53. Besides soiling, snow load events have the highest impact on the system power loss. The
failure “snow load” affects about 20% of the modules in the system and has an impact on power
output of ca. 4%. Other events, such as lightning strikes, storm, and hail only cause a power loss
on less than 10% of the modules of the plant and seem to affect less than 1% of the total system
power output. Except for soiling the calculations in Fig. 52 and Fig. 53 are mostly based on single
to three entries in the database and are therewith only show cases.

Fig. 52: Box plot of percentage of system part affected after a sudden event. The numbers show the quantity
of data per failure in the database.
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Fig. 53: Box plot of percentage of system power lost from the investigated system part after a sudden event.
The numbers show the quantity of data per failure in the database.

72% of all reported failures with the special stress loads “Island, coastal region (10 km)” show a
PID-s failure. From the rest data only 4.6% show PID-s. This indicates much higher PID-s risk for
island and coastal regions as also found by Berghold [203]. Therefore, one would expect a much
higher PID-s degradation rate for “coastal regions/island” systems. But this is not the case. The
total degradation rate of the coastal regions/island systems is shown in Fig. 54 in comparison to
all other systems. The mean PID-s degradation rate is much higher for other regions than for
“coastal regions/island” systems. However, this is caused by some systems in other regions with
an extreme high degradation rate.
The distribution of failure occurrences over the operational years of the PV system deviates from
a typical bathtub curve. A reason for the difference may be that the number of installed systems
changes exponentially with the year of installation. We have much more young systems in the
world than old ones as shown in Fig. 55. Therefore, the failure occurrence is highly biased by a not
constant annual system installation rate. This may be the reason for the high failure level at the
first seven years in Fig. 49. Especially the suddenly occurring failures are highly biased by this effect.
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Fig. 54: Box-Whisker-Plot of degradation rate of the
investigated part of the system for the PID-s effect
sorted by the special stress coastal region and other. The mean value is indicated by a cross.

Fig. 55: Evolution of global annual PV system nameplate installations, composed from numbers in [204].

The failure type soiling does not fit into the degrading and sudden failures categories, because the
power of soiled module degrades over time, but can fully be recovered. We see a dependence of
dust soiling on the climate zones in Fig. 53. However, the high mean power loss due to dust in the
moderate C zone (6%) does not coincide with the expectation of finding higher dust soiling losses
in the the hot and dry B climate zones (4%). Probably dust soiling is strongly influenced by local
conditions. Herrmann developed a model of dust soiling based on weather data and other influencing factors [205]. He showed a correlation between desert and none desert regions. To prove
this correlation we would need a much more detailed climate zone resolution than performed in
this study.
The anti-correlation between mean degradation rate and occurrence of PID-s in coastal regions/island systems is unexpected. Berghold presented a classification of PID-s modules into
“Frame PID-s” where only the cells close to the frame are affected and “Surface PID-s” where
almost all cells are affected [203]. The different affected area of the PV module serves to partition the results and influence the observed degradation rates. Berghold suggests that the “Frame
PID-s” with the low degradation rate is found in hot and dry locations. But in our database only
two island/coast region system are from hot and dry locations. Therefore, this “Frame PID-s” effect cannot explain the relative low degradation rate for island/coast region systems compared to
other regions. But there may be some systems among the other region systems that show “Surface PID-s” leading to very high degradation rates that influence the statistic.
Maybe in coastal regions, PV systems are already affected by PID-s if the PID-s effect would not
occur for the same systems in the other regions. And in the other regions we find almost heavily
degrading PID-s affected systems.
The degradation rates of failure mechanism x affected modules are important for module manufacturers. It demonstrates how fast modules degrades under real-world conditions by failure
mechanism x. The degradation rate of the investigated PV system part is important for the bankability of PV systems. Under the assumption that the people who analysed the failures in the system choose a representative part of the PV system for the failure analysis, the degradation rates
are also representative for such systems.
The current status of the data collection of PV system failures is preliminary. For some cases inferences can be drawn from the data. The degradation rate due to cell cracks is highest in cold
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and snow D/E climate zones. Cell cracks dominate the early failures in year one and two after
installation. However, the system degradation rate stays below 3%/a for all climatic zones, while
the degradation rates of the affected part is highest with about 8%/a in the cold and snow climate. The next dominant failure is the potential induced shunts effect in year three and four. The
mean degradation rate for PID affected systems in the moderate zone is 9%/a and for the affected
system parts 16%/a. The PID-s effect occurs 15 times more often in coastal/island regions than in
other regions, but is less severe than in other region. Defect bypass diodes heavily affect the
module and the system power. The failure occurrence is spread over the first 10 years of system
operation. The discolouring of the encapsulant (pottant) is a quite commonly observed wear-out
failure. But for all climate zones this is effect is in the mean well below 1%/a for the system and
the affected part.

3.4 Description of the visual inspection data collection tool for
PV module conditions
A visual inspection data collection tool for the comprehensive evaluation of fielded photovoltaic
(PV) modules has been developed to facilitate describing the condition of PV modules with regard
to their field performance and appearance [184].
This work is based on the International Energy Agency Photovoltaic Power Systems (IEA PVPS)
Programme’s Task 13 (Phase 1): Performance and Reliability of PV Systems, Subtask 3.2: Collecting Failures and Adapting Testing Methods to Failure Mechanism for PV Modules by providing a
tool for the collection of consistent field data on module degradation and failure [206].
The proposed data collection tool consists of 14 sections, each documenting the appearance or
properties of a component of a PV module [206]. Sections 1 to 3 contain information on the location, system configuration and module identification. Sections 4 to 13 focus on individual module
components, starting from the rear and finishing at the front of the module. Section 14 documents locations of electronic records (I-V curves, infrared images, etc.). If a new type of defect is
found that cannot be adequately described by the options available in the tool, a section entitled
“Other” is available for recording anomalous observations at the end of the collection tool (section 15). For data collection requiring numerical input (e.g. altitude, length), metric units are assumed throughout the collection tool.
In order to complete the inspection, the following tools are required: a tape measure with centimeter and millimeter gradations and a pen or other recording implement. It can be useful to directly record the data from the field into the spreadsheet program using a laptop computer or a
tablet computer with the collection tool in Microsoft Excel which can also be used in Google Documents Sheets for easier handling in the field. A digital camera is recommended. In the data collection tool’s current form, it takes a pair of two experienced inspectors ca. 10 minutes to conduct
a full visual evaluation of a single module. A set of modules with exactly the same models could
be visually evaluated by two experienced individuals in a period of 5 minutes per module.
In the following, we explain the required input for the PV module condition data acquisition. The
module condition data sheet itself is accessible from the PVPS home page [206].
0. Site information: The Latitude and Longitude fields should be recorded to the nearest hundredth of a degree and should indicate the direction from the equator (+ for North, - for South) or
from the Prime Meridian (+ for East, - for West).
1. System Data: The relevant data for the design of the PV system: multiple module system, system bias, system grounding. It should be noted that this section does not refer to the module
frame grounding, which is handled in Section 7.
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2. Module Data: Besides the module technology type, which should be selected, the certifications
section also should be checked and filled out. The estimated deployment date should be recorded
as the nearest known date or date range in which installation occurred. The data/information on
electrical performance characteristics can be found at module’s nameplate.
3. Rear-side Glass: The condition of the glass on the rear side should be evaluated and the damage categorized. The number of cracks/chips and their locations should be catalogued.
4. Backsheet: The appearance of the backsheet should be categorized as “like new”, “minor discolouration”, or “major discolouration”. Discolouration that is considered as minor and major are
based on the degree of discolouration. “Wavy (delaminated)” is one of the defects in the texture
of the backsheet, which means bumps, bubbles, or ripples in the backsheet have an air gap between the backsheet and the rest of the module or between layers of a multi-layered backsheet.
The material quality section is evaluated by passing a finger across the backsheet. Based on the
amount of white powder transfer to the finger, a chalking quality should be categorized as either
“slight” or “substantial”. Evaluating damage to the backsheet is to indicate the types of damage
present and provide additional details. The fraction of area exhibiting a particular damage type
should be estimated by eye to the closest available option among <5%, 5-25%, 50%, or 75-100%
(consistent overall).
5. Wires/Connectors: All types of damage present should be marked and the condition of the
connectors should also be cataloged, as well as connector type and any observed damage.
6. Junction Box: The damage to the junction box (JB) should be further classified by selecting all
applicable damage types among the following options: weathered, cracked, burnt, and/or
warped. “Weathered” refers to damage due to environmental exposure such as UV damage,
abrasion, or leaching and is manifested as a colour or texture change. For modules with attached
wires, how well the wires are attached to the junction box should be evaluated, as well as the
quality of the seal between the wires and the junction box and the evidence of prior arcing.
7. Frame Grounding: The presence and condition of frame grounding should be evaluated. For
module designs that lack a proper frame grounding clip or connection and/or for modules that
have such a fixture, but has not been connected, the inspector should mark the original state as
“no ground.”
8. Frame: The appearance of the frame should be evaluated and the damage including discolouration or corrosion should be recorded.
9. Frameless Edge Seal: The inspector should evaluate the appearance of the edge seal, giving
further information about the fraction of area affected if the material is discoloured. All applicable
damage types should be selected, with the fraction of area affected indicated if delamination has
occurred.
10. Glass/Polymer (front): The material, features of the front panel should be evaluated and noted. Furthermore, the data for degree of soiling, e.g. composition, should be collected. The damage should be categorized and the number of cracks/chips and their locations should be cataloged.
11. Metallization: For metallization that can be visually inspected, the inspector should evaluate
its appearance and any damage:
Light discolouration: mean an apparent luster loss or yellowing of the metallization.
Dark discolouration: is for metallization that is brown or black in colour.
Corrosion: is marked by the presence of galvanic products that may appear powdery, white, light
gray, and/or have a yellow, blue, or green tinge.
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Burn marks: are indicated by the presence of brown or black colouration, bubbling or melting of
the polymeric encapsulant, and/or glass breakage or local loss of backsheet material.
12. Silicon (mono or multi) module: This section is referred to single and polycrystalline silicon
modules only. Besides the inspection of layout, discolouration should be evaluated. The predominant discolouration should be classified, pertinent details about the number of discoloured cells,
degree of discolouration, and all locations where discolouration is present should be recorded as
well.
13. Thin-film module: Section 13 pertains to thin-film modules including amorphous silicon, CdTe,
CIGS/CIS and emerging technologies that are more similar to these than crystalline silicon wafer
technologies. Similar to section 12, the module layout, appearance, and damage should be evaluated and recorded. The extent of delamination should be categorized. Any locations where delamination has occurred should be noted, as well as the predominant delamination type. Absorber delamination is marked by a silver or sparkling appearance that often begins from module edges and follows along the edges of scribe lines to create a characteristic appearance referred to as
‘bar-graph’-type delamination, whereas AR coating delamination has the appearance of bubbles
or buckling.
14. Electronic Records: Section 14 provides a space to record various electronic records: digital
photo files, I-V curve(s) and electroluminescence (EL) and infrared (IR) images. If the I-V response
of PV module is measured, the connector function should be evaluated as one of the provided
options: functions, no longer fits, or exposed (connector does not properly seal the electrical connection). If a test of the bypass diodes is performed, the total number of diodes should be recorded, along with the number of diodes that are found to be shorted or in open circuit condition and
any evidence of damage or overheating of diodes.
Cataloguing visually observable defects and correlating this data with climate zones and exposure
time period will provide statistics that determine whether a particular visual defect is relevant for
specific locations and will give information on the degree of degradation over time. In this section
we use the same climate groups as in chapters 3.2 and 3.3 with the following structure: Hot and
humid (A-climate); Hot and dry (B-climate); Moderate (C-climate); Cold and snow (D&E-climate).
However, in this case the location data of the PV module condition sheet is used to assign the
climate zone according to the Köppen-Geiger climate classification system updated by Kottek et
al. [207]. In order to better understand the described failures that are detectable by visual inspection, photos of these failures for each section/component are provided in Tab. 9.
Tab. 9: Overview of PV module failures detectable by visual inspection in the field.
# Section

Option 1

4 Backsheet

Burn marks

Option 2
Bubbles

Option 3
Delamination

Option 4

Cracks/ scratches Abrasion
[182]

5 Wires

Cracked/ disintegrated insulation

Burnt

Corroded

Animal
bites/marks

[208]
5 Connectors
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Weathered

Cracked

Burnt

Option 5

Corroded

# Section

Option 1

Option 2

6 JB Lid

Loose

Fell off

6 JB adhesive
(attachment)

Loose/brittle

Fell off

6 JB wire attachments

Loose

Fell off

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Cracked

Section:
Seal leak

Arced/starts a fire

[1]
7 Frame
Grounding

Some corrosion

Major corrosion

[209]
8 Frame

Minor corrosion

Major corrosion Frame joint
separation

Bent frame

discolouration

[182]
8 Frame
Adhesive/
adhesive tape

Adhesive oozed out Adhesive missing Delamination
in areas
of tape

9 Frameless edge Visibly degraded
seal

Squeezed/
pinched out

Adhesive tape
missing in areas

Shows signs of Fraction delamimoisture
nated
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# Section

Option 1

10 Glass/polymer Shattered (tem(front)
pered)

Option 2

Cracked

Option 3

Chipped

Option 4

Option 5

Milky discolouration
[182]

11 Busbars

Obvious corrosion

Diffuse burnmarks

[210]

11 Cell interconnect ribbon

Obvious corrosion

Burn marks

Breaks

Burn marks

Breaks

Arc tracks

Cracking

Moisture

Worm marks/snail delaminatracks
tion

[182]

11 String
interconnect

Obvious corrosion

12 Silicon module Burn marks

[1]
13 Thin film
module
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Burn marks

Cracking

Possible moisture

Foreign particle
embedded

Delamination

3.5 Findings of the PV module condition data base
In the following three subsections the composition of the collected data is shown, the methods
how the data is analysed and the results are presented.

3.5.1 Composition of the PV module condition data
In this subsection the composition of the PV module data is presented. This allows the evaluation
of how representative are the datasets in relation to the most important PV module characteristics and climate zones.

Fig. 56: Collected data distribution over the countries colour coded in percentage of the total number
of contributions. Contributions from European countries are summarized to one bubble.

Fig. 58: Relative composition of the climate zones
within reported data according to Köppen-Geiger
climate classification system [207].

Fig. 57: Relative composition of the PV module technologies used in the reported PV module data.

Fig. 59: Absolute number PV module technologies classified to Köppen-Geiger climate classification system
[207].

A total of 1211 PV module condition datasets from seven countries have been collected and analysed. Most of the PV modules are installed in Europe, a majority of it in Northern Italy (see Fig.
56). The cold & snow climate dominates the database with 74% of the datasets, followed by 24%
datasets of moderate climate (Fig. 58). Unfortunately, we have only 2 % PV module condition data
in hot & dry climate and no data available in hot & humid climate.
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The distribution of PV module technologies is not representative of the total installed capacities in
those countries. We have more than half of the collected datasets of module technology CdTe
(52%), multi-Si modules (25%), mono-Si modules (12%), and a-Si (8%) as shown in Fig. 57.
The visual inspection of the fielded PV modules took place after a variable number of years after
PV installation. The time of inspection relative to the first exposure or installation varies between
1 year and more than 20 years. The majority of PV module condition inspections took place in
year 5 to 7 after installation date (60%), followed by year 1 to 3 (26%) and more than 20 years
after installation (8%). Therefore, the recorded failures are also grouped in these three time intervals (subsection 3.5.3).

3.5.2 Data processing for evaluation
The database “PV module failure analysis” from TÜV Rheinland Energy GmbH is used to collect
the visual inspection data and to analyse the fielded PV module conditions. According to the categories in the module condition sheet, the database is divided into a main- and a sub categories
and the value of the category. Each main- and sub-category is related to each other in the source
code.
To evaluate the failure rates for different PV module technologies and different climates, we classified failures related to the documentation of PV module condition as described in Section 3.4. In
Tab. 10, the specific failure classification is given, if one of the listed failures occurs, e.g. the failure
“defect backsheet” is identified, if one of the four damage types in section “4 Backsheet” was
recorded: Bubbles >5 mm, delamination, cracks/scratches or abrasion of backsheet.
Tab. 10: Definition of failures based on the documentation of PV module conditions in the field
used for result figures in subsection 3.5.3.
Failure Definition

Definition: one of the following options is chosen in the documentation of PV module condition

Defect backsheet

4. Bubbles with dimension >5 mm
4. Delamination
4. Cracks/scratches
4. Abrasion

Defect junction box

6. Cracked (box)
6. Burnt (box)
6. Loose (lid)
6. Fell off (lid)
6. Cracked (lid)
6. Loose/brittle (adhesive)
6. Fell off (adhesive)
6. Loose & fell off (wire attachments)
6. Seal will leak
6. Arced/started a fire

Defect frame (only Si)

7. Major corrosion (frame grounding)
8. Frame joint separation
8. Frame cracking
8. Bent frame
8. Adhesive oozed out
8. Adhesive missing in areas
8. Delamination of tape
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Failure Definition

Definition: one of the following options is chosen in the documentation of PV module condition
8. Adhesive tape missing in areas

Defect frame seal

9. Visibly degraded
9. Squeezed/pinched out (material)
9. Shows signs of moisture penetration (material)
9. Fraction delaminated

Glass breakage

10. Shattered
10. Cracked
10. Chipped

Cell cracks

12. Cracking (only in Si & a-Si figures)
13. Cracking (only in CdTe & CIGS figures)

Delamination of module

12. Delamination over cells ( only in Si & a-Si figures)
13. Delamination small localized and extensive (only in CdTe & CIGS
figures)

Moisture ingress

12. Moisture (only Si)

Snail tracks

12. Worm Marks/Snail Tracks (only in Si and a-Si figures)

Discolouration of encap- 12. Major/Dark discolouration ( only in Si and a-Si figures)
sulant
13. Light and dark discolouration (only in CdTe & CIGS figures)
Burn marks

4. Backsheet
11. Busbars: diffuse burn marks
11. Cell interconnect ribbon
11. String interconnect
12. Silicon module(only in Si and a-Si figures)
13. Thin film module (only in CdTe & CIGS figures)

3.5.3 Results
The distribution of the occurrence of PV module failures over the climate zones are grouped for
the 3 different PV module technologies: Si PV modules (455), CdTe and CIGS modules (655) and
a-Si PV modules (96). For the first group, failures are detected in moderate C and cold & snow D/E
climates, but not in hot & dry climates A due to the low number of inspected Si modules (5).
When we focus on the specific types of failures of Si modules, we find that moisture ingress
(19%), defect frame (17%), snail tracks (12%), and defect backsheet (9%) are the most frequent
failures for this technology (see Fig. 60). The percentage given is the observed occurrence per
failure type compared to the total number of inspected modules of this technology and in this
climate zone. Thus, we find that moisture ingress and snail tracks are the prominent failure types
for moderate climate, while defect frame are dominant for Si modules in cold & snow climates.
The distribution of failures CdTe and CIGS modules (see Fig. 61) is only relevant for the cold &
snow climate (645) due to the low number of those modules in hot & dry climate (10). The dominant failure type for this group is delamination – small, localized - with 13%, followed by defect
frame seal with 4%.
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For the a-Si modules (96) in the same location at moderate climate, we find defect frame (100%)
and delamination over cell (24%) as dominant failures as shown in Fig. 62. The high value of both
failures types is due to the very long period between installation date and inspection date of over
30 years.

Fig. 60: Distribution of silicon PV module failures in the field classified in different climate zones according to
Köppen-Geiger climate classification system [207].

Fig. 61: Distribution of CdTe and CIGS module failures in the
field classified in different climate zones according to KöppenGeiger climate classification system [207].
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Fig. 62: Distribution of amorphous silicon
module failures in the field classified in
different climate zones according to Köppen-Geiger climate classification system
[207]. The amorphous silicon modules were
installed more than 30 years prior to inspection.

The cumulative distribution of the failure types over the period between inspection and installation for Si PV modules is shown in Fig. 63 grouped in two time periods, 0 to 3 years (170 modules)
and 0 to 7 years (395 modules). For the first three year period, snail tracks (14%) and delamination over cell (11%) are the dominant failure types. For the cumulative failures during the period 0
to 7 years, the relevant failures types are defect frame (11%) and snail tracks (8%). Thus snail
tracks seem to primarily appear during the first 3 years after installation, while the defect frame
requires a longer module exposure time than 3 years in the field. This confirms the experience
that snail tracks show up during the first half year after installation [1].
The observation of a significant increase of failures of the defect frame type (1% vs 11%) and the
moisture ingress type (1% vs 7%) from time period 0 to 3 years to time period 0 to 7 years can
demonstrate a possible correlation between these two failures. Furthermore, according to the
nature of the failure moisture ingress, it is more likely to happen when failures such as glass
breakage and defect frame have already occurred. Another important factor to be considered is
the aging of the PV modules which is different for the two exposure periods. In the time period
from 0 to 3 years, at least failure was detected for 35% of the inspected modules. On the other
hand, during time period 0 to 7 years, at least one failure was detected for 40% of the inspected
modules. This deviation of more than 12% in detected failures between the two time periods can
be due to the aging factor.
The cumulative distribution of the failure types for fielded CdTe and CIGS modules is shown in Fig.
64 grouped in the same time periods, 0 to 3 years (150 modules) and 0 to 7 years (505 modules).
For the first period, delamination - small localized (5%) - is the only and dominant failure type. In
the cumulative distribution during 0 to 7 year-period, this failure type increases to 17%, followed
by defect frame seal with 6%. We can therefore conclude that delamination of CdTe modules
seem to increase by a factor of 3, based on one module type and on inspection at the same location.

Fig. 63: Cumulative distribution of normalized failures over time periods between installation and inspection
dates for fielded silicon PV modules. Soiling is not included in this graph.
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Fig. 64: Cumulative distribution of normalized failures over time periods between installation and inspection
dates for fielded CdTe and CIGS modules. Soiling is not included in this graph.
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4

Local and Operational Stressors for PV Modules

Based on the results to date, here we attempt to give recommendations for the rank order of the
most important test methods depending on climatic zones to allow customers to identify the
most important test for their application and location. Comparisons and measurement uncertainties

4.1 Implications of data base evaluation on local climatic
stressors
The failure relevance and degradation rates resulting from the data show no strong correlation
with Köppen and Geiger climatic zones. The climatic zones of Köppen and Geiger are designed to
categorize zones with similar plant growth conditions, and the plants compatible with different
climatic zones are responding to the temperature, temperature ranges and humidity in the KG
climatic zone. Jordan also reported that he not find a clear correlation between degradation rates
and climatic zones [202]. In 2017 Hu has published power degradation rate analysis applied to 5
minute interval time-series data on over 1000 PV power plant inverters in 9 KG climatic zones
[211], [212]. In a statistical analysis of 655 PV inverters across these KG-CZs, he finds the most
significant rank-ordered contributor to the power charge rate is the KG-CZ, followed by the PV
module brand/model. This study is distinguished by the sample set size and the data quality, coming from large PV power plant owners. This suggests that KG climatic zones may, with sufficient
data volume and quality, be a relevant classification for the relevant exposure conditions of PV
plants.
The categorization of locations into the KG-CZ have threes essential problems. There are plenty
maps for the KG-CZ developed by different authors e.g. [180], [213]–[215] which update the maps
from time to time. One reason for the updates is the climate change which also changes the local
climates [214]. However, this problem has to be handled by every categorization system. So there
must be a clear rule how to categorize e.g. a 1 year old and a 20 year old PV system into the KG-CZ
which change with the time. The current studies do not consider this change in local stresses. The
KG-CZs are well defined. But they are evaluated on different base data and/or evaluation procedures. So, different base data or evaluation procedures lead to different maps. E.g. East Germany
is in the map of Kottek [213] a Cfb climate, but in a map of Peel [180] a Dfb climate. In Germany
many PV systems are installed. Therefore, this example shows that depending of the KG-CZ map
in use many PV systems are categorized in a different way. Even the climate zone groups used in
various studies are defined in different ways [98], [202], [212]. E.g. Jordan uses the categories Hot
& Humid (Af, Am, As, Aw, Cwa, Cfa), Desert (BWh, BWk), Moderate (Cfb, Csa, Csb, BSh, BSk), Snow
(Dfa, Dfb, Dfc, ET), Hu uses Tropical (Am), Arid (BSh, BSk, BWh), Temperate (Cfa, Csa, Csb), and
Could (Dfa, Dfb), and Köntges uses Hot and Humid (A), Hot and Dry (B), Moderate (C), and Cold
and snow (D&E). In the future we have to agree on one categorization system for climatic zones
being comparable in between the studies. Furthermore, the categorization with the Köppen and
Geiger climate zone does not account for stressors besides temperature and humidity. Therefore,
it is helpful to use additional categorization factors that account for more specific stress factors of
solar modules.
Independent of climatic zones some crystalline silicon PV module failure stand out with a high
power loss if a PV system is affected by the failure or they occur very often. These are in the order
of impact potential induced degradation, failure of bypass diodes, cell cracks, and discolouration
of the pottant material.
This outstanding failures may be a result of the fact that for potential induced degradation, bypass
diodes, and discolouration of the pottant material no appropriate test exist in the standard IEC
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61215 design qualification and type approval test. Currently for most of these failure types tests
are in development, but they are not included in the current revision of the IEC 61215.
Therefore, we recommend PV plant designer not only to check for an approved IEC61215 test for
the used PV modules, but also for additional tests for PID (IEC/TS 62804), bypass diode test (IEC
62979, IEC/TS 62916) and extended UV-degradation in the new IEC 61215:2016. The results of the
UV degradation test in the new IEC 61215:2016 is no pass fail criteria, so one must access the test
report itself to check the remarks on the UV-tests.
Besides PV module failure the PV failure with the highest impact on the PV performance is the
soiling of crystalline silicon and thin-film PV modules in special regions. The occurrence, but not
the soiling impact on the modules power correlates with the climate zones of Köppen and Geiger.
However, the Köppen and Geiger system is not able to differentiate effectively between different
soiling affected locations. How stress zones could be defined for soiling is shown exemplary in
chapter 4.2.

4.2 Climatic stress classification for PV modules with the help of
Geographical Information Systems
For investors of PV systems at a specific location the question occurs if the chosen location will
add additional risks for the reliability of the PV system. Therefore, it would be helpful to have a
categorization system which allows assessing the local stresses for PV systems, to give an investor
a basis for the investment decision. In the following chapters the applicability of categorization
systems for local stresses are discussed.
4.2.1

Categorization of local loads with Köppen-Geiger climate zone or new categorization systems

Using climate classification is one way to evaluate the stress factor conditions for PV modules at
different locations. The Köppen-Geiger system [215], in use since 1884 illustrates well the general
approach of the stress classification for PV modules, but it has not been extensively studied for
use in PV stress classification, and to date there are contradictory findings as per its applicability
(Fig. 65).
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Fig. 65: Köppen-Geiger climate classification system.

The climatic conditions covered with Köppen-Geiger groups are covering temperature and humidity stress (see Fig. 66) which does not cover all important stress factors for the application in PV
degradation studies. Many other environmental stress factors are relevant for PV module degradation like UV irradiance, soiling, temperature cycling or humidity and therefore should be involved in a classification for PV. Moreover by Köppen-Geiger classification the temporal resolution
of the data (annual and monthly averages) is low. Therefore, classifying the environment-related
stress for PV modules by determining the max., min. values and the fluctuation frequency between these values might be necessary.

Fig. 66: Climate diagrams based on Meteonorm datasets [216] for two locations showing the variance between the climate conditions within one climatic group according to the Köppen-Geiger climate characteristic.

Experience shows that the stress for solar components varies in different climate zones, but until
today no globally available geographically explicit stress classification system for PV technologies
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exists beyond first order approaches like Köppen-Geiger which come from other applications.
Following the strategy to reduce investment risks and operating and maintenance costs, it is necessary to adapt the materials and components of solar energy systems specifically to regional
environmental conditions. The aim of stress classification systems is to assist in the identification
of the individual stress conditions for every location on the earth’s surface. By integrated geographical analysis, the site-specific information from outdoor testing facilities can be extrapolated
at the global level to obtain sets of environmental-related risk factors. Because of the high spatial
and temporal diversity of the influencing parameters, the use of e.g. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is suitable as a base instrument for the modelling. Slamova and Herrmann et al. have
started to analyse the corrosivity in the coastal regions, mapping of soiling potential for glazing
materials in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) regions and validation work by comparing
satellite UV irradiation data with ground based measurements [205], [217], [218].
The stress classification system shall serve as a decision support tool for the industry (manufacturers, investors, lenders, and project developers) and help to improve knowledge and services
that can provide higher confidence to solar power systems. Global classification can be provided
separately for each factor with regard to reducing performance of PV systems and material degradation. The digital data layers are representing quantitative descriptions and qualitative categorizations of individual stress factors.

4.2.2 Stress factor mapping applied to soiling in MENA region
In the following the concept of stress factor mapping is illustrated with the example of a classification of soiling risks in the MENA region.
Soiling, induced by accumulation of airborne dust and other inorganic and organic particles on the
surface of PV panels triggers optical losses and reduced transmittance of the glazing and therefore causes a reduced yield of affected solar systems.
Several empirical case studies investigated this phenomenon by correlating the time of exposure
or the amount of dust on glazing materials with the measured performance of PV panels and solar
collectors, see e g [219] or [220] . All studies report a reduction in efficiency (losses up to 30% or
more) with increasing soiling rates. In addition, exposure to frequent dust storms degrades the
surface of PV panels by mechanical abrasion. The natural soiling potential is closely connected to
dust emission, transport, and deposition processes. Depending on individual environmental and
meteorological conditions a high spatial and seasonal variability on the global scale is expected.
The GIS based modelling of global soiling risk was performed by integrating the techniques for
acquisition and processing of the spatially distributed data taking into account the influence of the
main soiling factors [205]. The stress classification map of qualitative information of soiling risk in
the MENA region (Fig. 67) reveals a clear difference between the desert and none desert areas at
the borders of the investigated area with steppe and moderate climate. But there is also a significant variation within the desert regions. High soiling risks are implied for the southwest Sahara,
the region of Nile, the south of the Arabian Peninsula, and parts of Iran. In contrast, the regions
east of the Nile on the African continent as well as the Asir Mountains on the western Arabian
Peninsula and the high altitude areas of Iran show significantly lower soiling risks. In the presented case, the soiling risk is related to the airborne dust loads which have been calculated using
climatic and ambient conditions. Different surface properties or specific properties of PV modules
have not been included, and therefore it has to be seen as a qualitative value.
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Fig. 67: GIS-based map of the qualitative soiling risk in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA region) on
the basis of satellite data and historical ground-based meteorological measurements [221].

4.3 Interpretation of test methods according to local loads
PV modules have to withstand a multitude of very different kinds of environmental and electrical stressors and loads, from UV irradiance and thermal loads which can cause chemical degradation of materials to mechanical loads due to external loads like wind and snow or due to temperature cycles and gradients. This subsection describe the main influences and the most important
topics which have to be taken into account when test methods appropriate to local loads and
conditions are to be designed. This subsection also shows potential general approaches to define
test sequences and study protocols and shows examples of adapted tests. However, it cannot give
a complete description of such tests or even defined test sequences for different climates.

4.3.1 General requirements of test methods for reliability testing
Several test methods are available which aim at simulating loads in the lab to investigate the durability of the modules under defined loads. These tests often use a level of loads, e.g. 85°C and
85% RH. used in the well-known IEC 61215 damp heat test, to produce comparable results for
different modules, but they do not have a direct correlation with degradation modes, mechanisms or effects observed under real operational conditions or real environmental stressors. Furthermore, these tests do not give information with regard to the actual service lifetime of a module under real world conditions. This is usually not possible with such standardized tests since the
their exposure conditions have differing effects on the various materials used from one module
type to another, and so different degradation processes (mechanisms and pathways) with different reaction kinetics are activated leading to a different effect of the external stressors on the PV
modules [153].
The actual stresses and loads for a PV module also depend very much on the local conditions,
influenced by the type of system and installation and also by the local climatic conditions which
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can be very different as described in chapter 4.2. Therefore, test methods which address the local
load conditions are important and crucial to determine meaningful results of tests.
To design realistic and quick accelerated aging tests, the comparison and cross-correlation of the
observed responses to specific degradation mechanisms induced by outdoor exposure and by
accelerated aging test conditions is indispensable [222]. A comprehensive degradation analysis
has to be performed, i.e. by means of power measurements, electroluminescence imaging and
Raman spectroscopy to analyse the correlation of real weathering and accelerated testing.
When test methods (including both exposure conditions and evaluation procedures) and / or test
sequences shall be developed according to local conditions, it is important to initially decide
which stressors and loads shall be included or are seen as most important. This focusing is important since usually the combination of all occurring loads leads to numerous interactions among
degradation mechanisms which cannot be explained or correlated with specific loads and so lead
to very complicated conditions with respective high requirements for the test equipment. Also
the possible acceleration of lab tests in comparison to outdoor conditions is limited if the kinetics
of specific effects and cross-correlations between indoor and outdoor stressors and stress levels
are not known. Procedures to develop service life tests are described in literature, e.g. by Saunders [223] or for specific examples of materials in solar thermal applications [224].
One possibility to reduce complexity of testing is to separate the testing of functionality and reliability. To test e.g. surfaces or coatings to reduce soiling effects, the functionality can be tested in a
set of soiling tests, like e.g. described by Klimm et al. [164]. Standard weathering test exposures
like UV-testing or damp-heat testing combined with easy to use analytical evaluation methods, for
surface properties e.g. contact angle measurement or optical measurements can be named, can
be used to analyse the sensitivity of the surfaces to different loads to learn about the reliability.

4.3.2 Potential induced loads
Extrapolation of module lifetime using the ratio of the rate of charge transfer from an accelerated
lifetime test in an environmental exposure chamber to outdoor conditions has been performed by
a number of researchers [225]–[227]. Extending this, modelling and prediction of the magnitude
of the coulomb transfer for various climates, to give relative metrics for the stress the climates
impart and insight on how to test photovoltaic (PV) modules for durability to PID in differing climatic zones.
Coulombs transferred (or leakage current Ileak) from module to ground is frequently monitored in
PID studies and used as an indicator of the effect of the environment on conductivity of the surface, glass, encapsulant and mounting. Presently, the consensus is that leakage current is not a
universal indicator of degradation because some current transfer pathways into the module may
be more deleterious than others [228]–[230]. Further, PID recovery processes seen in some PV
modules mean that coulomb transfer causing degradation may proceed, only to have module
power recover when the modules are warm and dry and the PID stress is reduced [231]. On the
other hand, coulombs transferred is considered a direct factor in electrochemical degradation
processes such as transparent conductive oxide corrosion that occurs when there is humidity ingress in thin-film modules [32], [232] and is believed to be a factor in some delamination mechanisms of crystalline silicon modules [33]. Electrochemical corrosion processes associated with
current transfer are not considered to be recoverable.
Unlike conventional crystalline silicon module technology, coulombic correlations have sometimes been successfully made between the extent of power degradation in accelerated testing of
thin-film modules and those modules that are field-mounted [225]. It may therefore be possible
to project the acceleration in leakage current in various outdoor environments based on coulombs transferred as a function of weather conditions; such a method has been proposed to estimate PID in the field [233]. However, there are multiple degradation mechanisms that may occur
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because of system voltage stress in thin-film modules. The ability to universally use coulombs
transferred from the module cell circuit to ground and relate it with the module power degradation due to system voltage stress may therefore have limits—it may be possible for some mechanisms and not for others.
The coulombs transferred method is to determine (A) coulombs transferred for a given failure
criterion indoors in-chamber and measure (or if possible, predict based on weather data (B), the
coulombs per unit time the module type leaks in an outdoor environment, then divide A/B to
determine the expected time to failure in the outdoor environment. This method assumes that a
coulomb transferred in-chamber will cause the same net impairment to the module power as a
coulomb transferred in the natural environment. Application of the method has for some module
types shown correlation between power loss and coulombs transferred comparing chamber and
field-mounted modules [225]. However, in other cases, this method has been found to overestimate the rate of degradation for one module type, possibly due to recovery of the PID by shunting that can occur in the field (due to the temporal variation of the exposure conditions outdoors). Additionally, PID rate can vary depending on whether there has been moisture ingress
into the module. Comparing coulombs transferred in chamber and in the field for four module
types, it was found the method correctly identified the module type that failed first in the field
[226].
Current transfer can increase greatly if the module is wet from dew or rain. Algorithms to distinguish between when the module is wet vs. dry are required. With the aid of this distinction, regression analyses may then be applied for each of the module states to obtain predictive models
of current transfer between modules and ground as a function of module temperature and meteorological conditions. Further, chamber testing (considering both the condensed or uncondensed
state of moisture on the module) may be used to obtain current transfer rate equations for the
module type in question [234].
A number of methods may be used as indicators to understand if a module is wet in a given environment, which will determine the nature of the current transfer: (1) a wetness sensor (ohms)
indicates the electrical resistance reading of the interdigitated surface resistor is lower, thus wetter; (2) module surface RH (SRH), whereby ambient RH and temperature are used to compute the
dew point, which is transferred to the module temperature; (3) the derivative of module SRH with
respect to time, which shows an inflection when the module dries and heats up; (4) the difference
in the module temperature from dew point temperature, an indicator of the likelihood residual
condensed water exists on the module after rain and dew condensation; and (5), tipping bucket
rain gauge data. Using such metrics together to judge the condensed and uncondensed humidity
states on the module allows us to model the states separately and with better accuracy.
Current transferred from the active cell circuit to ground in thin-film modules under system voltage stress in Florida can be seen with respect to meteorological data in Fig. 68. For reference,
superimposed are current transfer curves obtained in chamber tests at 10% relative humidity and
in a water bath (wet leakage current testing conditions). With this, functions predicting the mode
and rate of coulomb transfer can be developed for use in estimating the relative PID stress associated with temperature, moisture, and system voltage and then applied to other climates.
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Fig. 68: System voltage-normalized current over a period of about six months for a module held by edge clips
in Florida, USA (red-blue data, where blue is wet and red is dry according to the wetness sensor). Results in
a dry chamber (10% RH, five lower points), wet leakage current tests (upper data) and for the 85°C 85% RH
chamber test condition performed on a sister module are superimposed in black.

Linear regression models fitted to data obtained for the thin-film modules shown in Fig. 68 are
performed. Considering the exponential function of current on module temperature T and relative humidity RH [235][236], the resulting model equations for current transfer give approximately order of magnitude accuracies for Ileak/V. These predictive model functions for the system voltage normalized leakage current determined for the thin-film module based on Florida data are as
follows:
𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

𝑉𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

𝑉𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑛𝑛 𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

𝑉𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

= 6.43 ∙ 1015 nA/V 𝑒
8

= 3.59 ∙ 10 nA/V 𝑒

−1.41∙10−19 J
𝑘𝑘

−1.41∙10−19 J
𝑘𝑘

= 1.19 ∙ 109 nA/V 𝑒 𝐺∙0.0012 m²/W 𝑒

𝑒

,

( 34 )

0.08∙𝑆𝑆𝑆
%

−1.138∙10−19 J
𝑘𝑘

𝑒

( 35 )

,

0.089∙𝑆𝑆𝑆
%

,

( 36 )

where G is global horizontal irradiance in units of W/m², SRH is the module surface relative humidity in %. Other variables have their usual meaning.
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Fig. 69: Calculated current transfer from a module in Colorado, showing current transfer with Arrhenius
relationship when the module is wet and the result of the regression function derived from Florida data
when humidity is uncondensed.

Fig. 70: (a) Time at each surface state, and (b), charge transferred for a CdTe module measured in Florida
(FL) and simulated in Colorado (CO).

The determined relationships between current transfer and module conditions in Florida for regimes are for Eq. ( 34 ) morning dew or rain, where a simple Arrhenius function when the module
is wet can be used; Eq. ( 35 ), the morning, after the condensation has dried; and Eq. ( 36 ), the
afternoon.
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These equations are projected onto a module temperature and field meteorological data in Colorado, USA, to predict the coulombs transferred for a year in Colorado in Fig. 69. Summing up the
current transfer data for Florida (Fig. 68) and Colorado (Fig. 69), total coulombs transferred in
Colorado are found to be lower, calculated to be overall 19% of that of Florida, primarily associated with minimal morning dew and lower humidity as seen in Fig. 70.
Some variables that remain to be examined include the effect of module mounting tilt. A horizontal mounting, as was the case for the modules mounted in Florida, can lead to longer water retention on the surface. Soiling can also affect surface conductivity, which can vary as an additional
independent parameter as a function of time [237]. Additional testing, validation and development of the modelling method are anticipated to lead to more refined predictions.

4.4 Climate and load adapted testing
PV modules have to withstand a large variety of different environmental and electrical stressors
and loads which can be related to the local and operational conditions. As this chapter shows by
some examples, these loads depend highly on the specific local conditions of the specific system.
Of special importance in this topic is the specific combination of stressors for the degradation of
materials and so also of the PV modules themselves.
The specific load conditions can be transferred to accelerated tests and simulated in the lab, but
since the effects of the loads on the modules depend very much on the specific materials used in
the module construction, the time transfer function between real operational exposure conditions and the accelerated test exposure conditions also depends on the specific module design.
This very much limits the possibility to develop standardized accelerated lifetime tests for PV
modules since even module types which look quite similar, like e.g. the large number of c-Si modules with glass-backsheet setup, show a large variety of materials. If a comparison between different technologies or module designs is required, the comparability is even more limited.
It is important to say that the established tests (exposure conditions and evaluation procedures)
deliver very valuable results which indicate weaknesses of the module types or sensitivities towards different loads or stressor combinations, but they cannot deliver answers regarding defined
lifetimes.
Several tests have been developed to identify and - if possible - quantify the sensitivity of modules
towards single additional loads like potential loads causing the so called potential induced degradation (PID) effect or reduction of performance due to soiling loads. These tests indicate the sensitivity of the module type, but one has to be very careful if the results are to be used to predict
the real behavior of a module type at a certain site. This is due to the fact that e.g. soiling effects
depend on the local soil type, the climatic conditions and the module design, especially the surface properties of the module type, and therefore vary from site to site and from one module
type to another type of module.
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Conclusion
Photovoltaic modules with c-Si technologies show median degradation rates in the 0.5–0.6%/a
range with the mean in the 0.8–0.9%/a range [202]. Other technologies like Hetero-interface
technology and microcrystalline silicon technologies, exhibit degradation around 1%/a and thinfilm products are similar to c-Si, but with a high variation of the degradation rate in different products and various reported studies. However, reports on degradation rates tend to focus
on not so well working systems, so the majority of real PV systems are expected to show lower
degradation rates. In this document we focus on distinct failures causing a degradation of PV
modules.
The literature review showed that in most cases interactions between materials in the PV module
are the main root cause for PV module degradation. Generally the PV module failure modes are
described very well in the literature, including their main driving forces and critical factors. In addition the right combination of an encapsulant and a backsheet film can be beneficial, as most of
the described degradation modes depend on the availability of oxygen, water vapour, and acetic
acid, a degradation by-product of EVA. Hence, the permeation properties of the particular encapsulation and backsheet films used are of prime importance for the reliability of PV modules. For
example, in order to avoid or reduce potential induced degradation it is desirable to combine an
encapsulant film with reduced water vapour transmission rate and higher volume resistivity with
a backsheet films that shows selective permeability, i.e. high resistance to water vapour transmission and low resistance to acetic acid transmission.
Next to the critical role of the correct choice of materials and components for the PV module, also
the PV module lamination process can have an influence on long-term reliability. Here poorly
crosslinked EVA encapsulant, but also too long lamination times are mentionable, which can lead
to accelerated degradation or increased delamination.
Forecasting or predicting the degradation of a specific PV module failure is still a challenging task.
For some failure types, such as potential induced degradation or silver finger corrosion, predictive
models are in development which have a highly predictive accuracy on a heuristic level. That
means if one has a final material composition for a particular PV module one can do tests on the
module and predict the power degradation rate for a specific module from test data. From the
modelling we learn that power degradation due to PID is super linear with the applied voltage.
Therefore, PV systems with high system voltages of up to 1500 V have to take special care of this
failure mode. For the cell cracking failure type some assessment can be done to estimate the maximum power loss due to this failure, but no model is yet available which calculates the power loss
considering its dependence on local loads. Cell cracking is less harmful for modules with more
busbars, but more harmful for modules with higher fill factor. For other failure types (like EVA
browning and delamination) the basic mechanisms of the failure are understood, but no models
are currently available. Dust and biological soiling are not in fact a module failure, but they still
causes serious power degradation and yield loss in the field. It is one very important cause of
power loss of PV systems all over in the world. For these failure types we give some background
and measurement methods on how to quantify the impact of the soiling for one location.
To identify the relevance of the different failure types, we conduct a survey of PV module failures
and a survey on visual PV module conditions in the field. Potential induced degradation is the
most often found module failure in the field and results in a high mean degradation rate of ca.
15%/a for the affected modules. The PV community should take additional efforts to include a PID
test procedure into the IEC 61215 standard so as to avoid further module failures in the field. Cell
cracks are also found to be a common problem, but this type of failure does not harm the module
power too much (below 3%/a). However, in cold and snow climate zones (D&E in Köppen and
Geiger classification) cell cracks seem to have a more pronounced impact. Here relatively high
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mean degradation rates of ca. 7%/a can be found. Therefore, in regions with high snow loads and
long periods below 0°C PV modules that are more resistant to cell cracking should be chosen. A
relative high impact on the performance of the modules has a failure caused by defective bypass
diodes. For the most common modules with 3 bypass diodes already one shunted bypass diode
reduce the module’s output power by ⅓. This failure type is quite common. This failure may be
caused by wrong specification and choice of the bypass diodes or by a high voltage event. A bypass diode which changes into open-circuit failure mode causes yield loss during shading of the
module and may also cause hot spots and a fire risk arise. But without shading these modules
show no power loss. Therefore, a wide range of power loss levels are found for this failure in our
survey. For bypass diode failures also more appropriate tests should be added to the IEC 61215.
One of the most important wear-out failures is the browning of the encapsulant material and
module delamination especially for thin-film solar modules. Encapsulant browning becomes relevant in the wear-out phase of the module, because its degradation rate is typically about 1%/a for
affected modules. This determines how much energy the module will produce over the nominal
service life. This failure cannot be prevented by the design qualification and type approval test,
because it is a wear-out failure. But it is recommended that a test is performed to assess encapsulant browning. The test IEC 61345 describes an UV test procedure for UV exposure. However,
this standard is already old and will be withdrawn in the near future. There is no replacement test
in sight. The UV degradation procedure used in the current IEC 61215 is slightly intensified compared to the previous standard. However, a pass/fail criterion is still missing. But a remark in the
test report about browning of the laminate may be a first hint on fast browning of the tested
module. There are new procedures defined for material testing in IEC 62788, but this does not
help to assess the browning resistance of modules. Therefore, some new efforts must be taken to
allow the assessment of the most important wear-out failure browning of encapsulation materials.
We found no clear picture for failure occurrence or degradation in different climate zones. Even
no clear correlation of soiling and climate zones is found. Therefore, we need an additional new
classification on local stressors (dust, UV radiation, irradiance, wind, etc.) and stress levels. The
Köppen-Geiger classification, since it is developed for agriculture and plant growth in different
regions, may not consider all particular factors that play an important role for PV systems. As
more PV systems are operating in diverse climatic zones, stronger correlations between KG climatic zones and failure modes may arise. New efforts to establish cross-correlations between labbased testing and outdoor real-world PV module performance and failures, coupled with studies
of systems in diverse climatic zones will help identify new stressors that play critical roles in PV
module degradation and failures.
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